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zsee appendix A
the strange quark polarization is about -92%. This means that the longitudinal spin transfer
with the expectation of -30% At the Z° peak the quarks are longitudinally polarized and
preliminary OPAL note indicates PA = -29.3 i 9.9 % for z 2 0.3 [4], in good agreement
The longitudinal polarization of the A has been measured at LEP at the Z° peak. A
to know Ayfqf _, B(z) which could be "calibrated” in an independent measurement.
fragmentation, Ayfq { __, B(z). In order to extract the transversity distribution it is necessary
product of two functions, the transversity distribution, A,·qf(z) and its equivalent for the
In this type of measurements, e.g. in ep—•e’A+X, the polarization of the A is given by the
scattering plane which brings the momentum of N, 5y, along the one of the baryon, 53.
baryon = A, 2... and R = rotation about the normal to the scattering plane in the e-q
where: Ayfqf _, B(z) = f,,U.,B,(z) - f,"_,B,(z), q_,· = u, d, s...; and B is a self-analyzing
2 si ·qf<=> - r.,-»<->
-1: ”” (1)15’;?=R.i>°;.*.i
ei ‘ Ar9!(”) ‘ Arfq;-•B(’)
transversity distribution by:
transversity distribution of the nucleons The final baryon polarization is related to the
The measurement of the hadrons polarization in serni-inclusive DIS gives information on the
2.1 Baryonic Polarimeter
an absolute way.
fragmentation and possible ways to determine the corresponding fragmentation function in
sured by some means. We review here the present knowledge in the field of the polarized
quark transverse polarization of the nucleons only if the ”struck” quark polarization is mea
In DIS with a transversally polarized target, the unpolarized electron beam will probe the
2 Transversity Distributions
informations on these questions.
experimental setup and the collaboration organization. This addendum provides detailed
the HELP collaboration to clarify some aspects of the proposal concerning the physics, the
In this note the LEPC recognized the interest in transverse structure functions and ask
notessummarizing the comments made by the LEPC members during the closed session.
After the discussions with the referees and the proposal presentation, we received a
also a cost estimate for the infrastructure of the experiment and has recently been updated’.
on the compatibility of the experiment with normal LEP operation This report included
September 1993 Furthermore, a detailed document from the CERN SL division reported
Scattering (DIS) and presented a proposal (LEPC/P7) to the LEP committee at the end of
study transversity distributions and polarized fragmentation in semi-inclusive Deep Inelastic
The HELP collaboration has proposed a new internal .Tet·Target experiment at LEP to
1 Introduction
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quark region (x 2 0.2) one can derive the raw asymmetry in charged pion production:
consider 7I'+ and 1r" production only. Using isotopical symmetry relations [8] in the valence
ment for the transversity distributions. As an example of a flavor dependent analysis, we will
Let us consider, in more detail, the information which could be obtained in the HELP experi
2.3 Determination of hl
simple interpretation
model, both the single hadron asymmetry as well as the double hadron asymmetry have a
2 denote the leading and subleading particles. In the framework of the string fragmentation
2 can be replaced by, fq,..2;,(¢;;,, 2;, z;,| F |), where F = BQQ,-'_-i-in and the subscripts 1 andpj x p'§, where p'i and p'§ are the hadron momenta. The fragmentation function in equation
expects an azimuthal dependence in sin(¢2;,), the angle between the quark spin and the vector
An interesting alternative consists in the detection of two high z hadrons. In this case, one
kinematics or in e+e‘—+ 2 jets if the thrust axis can be determined accurately.
axis can be determined, e.g. in DIS with a transversely polarized target from the electron
functions. This single-hadron asymmetry can be investigated in reactions where the jet
Similarly to the A case, this asymmetry is related to the sum of the products of unknown
leading hadron as defined in fig. 9 from ref.
where Pfv is the transverse target polarization and qi, is the azimuthal angle of the final
, Ze; ·q:(==)·fq,-·».(1¤r.z) ·Dm. (2)A(=¤.¢.»pr. Z) = PZ
f V
ei · Arq;(=¤) · Arfq,-·r»(¢»,1¤r.=)
spin asymmetry is related to the transversity distribution by:
spin dependent asymmetry of the hadrons with respect to the jet axis [1, 7]. In this case the
Another possibility to investigate transversity distribution consists in the measurement of the
2.2 Mesonic Polarimeter
and A in opposite jets. However, the yields for (A A) pair production is very low.
polarization cannot be observed, except in spin correlation between two jets, e.g. between A
At the Z° peak the quarks are not transversely polarized and effects of the transverse
after analysis of larger data samples and by other collaborations.
A polarization was not presented More accurate polarization results may be obtained
spin. Recently, the DELPHI collaboration reported a large sample of A data. However, the
magnitude of the spin transfer. Naively one could expect a. similar value for the transverse
from the quark to the A may be larger than 1/3 since other mechanisms can reduce the
, = k ·——-—-——¤(¤ Pr) Mh +pT 10 ( ) OCR Output0.5 · z · py
large asyrrunetry observed in pp—• 1r+X reactions [9]:
where M;,=0.3 GeV and the other one, which is proposed in ref. [10] in the context of the
K + q; 1+ 9; 9 ( )Mrvqr =·M:»·q1·· = k •—— = k ·—-·— -—·· a(zsPT) M;
a Monte Carlo simulation with the following hypothesis for the fragmentation functions [7]:
magnitude. In order to estimate the capability of our experiment to measure hl, we performed
from the HELP data. At present this z and pg- dependence is unknown, as well as its absolute
can be determined. The pg- and z dependence of the analyzing power can also be investigated
described in section 2.5 and appendix C, where the fragmentation into two leading hadrons
In principle, it is possible to measure the analyzing powers at LEP in e+e' —+ Zjets as
the sign of the target transverse polarization.
where G, = 2 - P, - D,,,,(y) · a(z,pT), and the sums are taken for DIS events; T (L) denotes
"+ "_ 1r+.1r’ "+ "—·x+,·n·'
h(x) Z Ga · .$iTl2¢I + Z Ga · 3iTl2¢%
yi? E ¤i¤¢i ··,,71T]·,;r·· E —¢€¤¢i
the analyzing power of the fragmentation is known, one can write:
`)observables hl and h[can be determined in bins of the Bjorken x variable. Assuming, that
Similarly to the method described in the HELP proposal, c.f. formula 15 in ref.[1], both
Ag·d,,(:¤) = Aq·d(z) — Aq—d(z)
AT‘Uu(2!) = ATu(:c) — AT1E[z)
’ fi(=.1>:z·) — r.<».pT>
Arfi(=.1>r) ·· Arf¤(¤.pr) b 1 (” PT)
(7)Fi (==) = =[;¤»(=) —§¢L·(=)l- 4 1 )
(6)h- 1 (=} = gig/-*—1··#~(=) ·· ;Ard··(=)l(-) 1 4
where
Fi on_ m(y) §y·b(=.pr) ·¤m¢..
2 _ h= P·· D· -2-——@(-)
= (5)
,_ - Ai lx (zay»zsPT1¢•) = (N,,+ + N,+) ·· (N,,- + N,.—)
N-1v- N_,—N..T * Tl
Another interesting combination of data is:
provide an intrinsic check of the partonic model in the polarized hadroproduction.
ing NL + NI_ by NL, and N',. + N 1%- by N 1],. Together with the charged x data, it willproduction from up quarks, respectively. For ·¤·° production, the same formulae hold, replac
Note that fl and fg are favored and unfavored fragmentation functions for 1r+ and 1r’
fZ(zvpT) = fu-•1r’ = fd-•1r+
f1(Z»PT)= fu—•1r+ = fd—•·x'
’fi(=.pr) + fz(=.1¤r)
_ Arfi(=.m·) + Ar.fz(=.pr) a(zpT)
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1This may correspond to 3 years according to the estimate of section 3.7
will certainly be able to disentangle between all the different predictions.
function for 1:-11; in fig.2, in contrast with bag the model calculations [17]. The HELP data
method [14, 15], it can be shown that hl is constant in the x interval 0.3-0.7 [16], i.e. a rising
sity distributions. At present, there are few theoretical predictions of hl. In QCD sum rule
From this simulation we predict that our experiment will be very sensitive to the transver
comparable to the one of the present data on gl.
asymmetry by an independent experiment. Thus the total error we expect for hl will be
theuncertainty of F2 and a 10% uncertainty on the determination of the analyzing power
imcertainties arising from the momentum and angular resolution are considered as well as
efficient months at a luminosity of 103° crn`2s'1 as in our proposall. The systematical
tions of fragmentation functions. The reconstruction takes into account a run of 6 fully
The results of the simulation of the data are shown in figs. 2 and 3 for both parametriza
parametrization for the polarized partons distribution from ref. [13].
ALq(z). For this reason we consider here for simplicity Ag·q(z) = A;,q(z) and used the
Aq·q(z) = ALq(z), while in the relativistic bag model [17] Ag~q(::) differs only slightly from
transversity distribution is not known at the moment. In the non-relativistic quark model
For F2(x,Q°), we used the parametrization from ref. [12]. On the other hand the
asymmetries in pp-+ 1r+X leads to higher fragmentation asymmetries [11].
in the above formula are expected to be about 1, a simple model which can reproduce the
is considered to be the most pessimistic assumption. While the normalization coefficients
z. This does not affect the present consideration for the leading hadrons. The second one
first parametrization has a peak at pq·=zM;, which is certainly not realistic, especially at low
As shown in iig.1 these parametrizations have a very different pgp and z dependence. The
dependence, py-· :0.2 GeV/c and k=1.
of the analyzing power, respectively. For the py- dependence z=0.2, while for the z
Figure 1: The solid and dashed lines represent the first and second parametrizations
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the reconstructed data for the second parametrization of the analyzing power. The
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arising from 3 jets events may also produce a correlation between the two hadron planes
appear in a correlation between the 2 highest z hadrons in two opposite jets. An asymmetry
and SLC experiments can provide the spin dependence of the fragmentation which should
suring the transversity distribution to within an overall scale factor. In principle, the LEP
Serni-inclusive DIS with a transversely polarized target offers the unique opportunity of mea
2 jets
2.5 Determination of spin dependent fragmentation in e"‘e" -»
from an independent measurement.
transversity distributions, only the normalization coeflicient for Ag·f1(z) has to be determined
can be reduced down to 2, e.g. Aq·u(:c) and ATf;(z). Thus, for the absolute determination of
region. With such measurements on both an hydrogen and deuterium target, this number
The number of unknown functions is 4 for the rr electroproduction in the valence quark
only or z only.
in polarized semi·inclusive DIS since the lefthand side of these relations will dependent on x
; At the same time, these relations will provide an excellent check of factorizationAg
The measurements of the righthand side of the last equations give the ratio and
Arf1(=) + 4Ar.fz(z) Arc}; (17)
4A:rf1(=) + Arfz(z) = Arvj
and
3AT‘u(z) + 3ATd(:¤) _ AT¤·3'+ - ATa·;" (16)
4ATu(z) — Aq·d(z) _ AT¢7';- A1·<Y;+ —
the transversity distributions in the protons. From these relations one gets:
\· where p and d denote the proton and deuteron target, respectively and Agpu and Ard are
(15)AT0’:_ ~ (ATU + Aq·d)(ATf; -I- 4Arfg)
(14)Arvil ~ (Aw + Ard)(4Arf1 + Ariz)
(13)ATU: ~ 4ATuATfg + ATdATf1
(12)ATU;" ~ 4Aq·‘uAq·]°; -\- ATdAg•fg
one has:
(11)Arab = da? — da?
valence quark region. With:
We present here some examples of relations which can be derived from such data for the
deuterium target will be larger [1] and one year will be sufficient.
on a deuterium target in one year during the life time of LEP200. The luminosity with a
obtained in less than 2 years. In this case, it would be possible to perform measurements
the analyzing power discussed in the previous section, a precise determination of li; may be
used to separate all the contributions from the different flavors. Depending on the size of
the semi-inclusive DIS of electron from polarized hydrogen and deuterium targets can be
butions and fragmentation functions in the factorized parton model. The measurements of
Many interesting relations can be derived for the flavor dependence of the polarized distri
2.4 More Flavor Analysis
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J ETSET.
of iz · R - F12 is expected to be zero because no spin correlation effect was implemented in
events for selected 2 and 3 jets events and a total of 10° hadronic events. The mean value
7712 · FQ, is not. The FQ, · R - Fl; and Fll · FQ, distributions are shown in fig.4 for 10° hadronic
In this case the mean value of the estimator FQ, · R · F12 is sensitive to spin correlation while
(21)E.-P1+E.·Pz—Ei-P{—E;·P4
_ _ __ _
given by;
The transverse momentum PT; were defined here with respect to a simple common jet axis
= ———————— Tu zi + Zz 20 ( )
.. z2'PT1"z1'PT2
second jet and:
subscript 1 or 2 refer to the leading and subleading particle and the superscript ’ to the
where R is a rotation matrix about the normal to the scattering plane by an angle 1r, the
(19)ile ‘ fi:
»- for the spin correlation:
In a iirst stage of our investigations, X. Artru proposed to consider the following estimators
also sufficient to perform a more stringent analysis of this phenomena.
the number of events by a factor two, down to 5’000. Such a number of events is probably
We also impose that the leading hadrons of each jets have opposite charges. This reduces
10%. This is a relative uncertainty comparable to the total error on the present data of gl.
contributing to the relative uncertainty of the transversity distribution or hl at the level of
single and double hadron azimuthal dependence the spin correlation can be as large as 10%.
final accuracy better than one percent. If asymmetries larger than 30% are expected for the
there will be more than 10° of these events over the life time of LEP, one can hope for a
such a. number of events is sufficient to measure asymmetries at a few percent level. Since
A total of more than 10’000 events was found after these selective cuts. We estimated that
subleading hadron).
• zl, (z of the leading hadron), larger than 0.3 and zl larger than 1.5 · zl (z of the
• only charged 1r and K.
• 2 jets events only.
which can be detected in one year in a LEP experiment, and the following cuts:
subleading mesons, Iand K, are given in table 1 for a total of 10° Z°—» 2jets events,t *
The yields from a simulation using JETSET [18] for events with charged leading and
and can be separated. For more details about this method, see appendix C.
("string" or ”drag" effect). However, this effect will be different from the spin correlation
0.6-1.0 I soo I 1300 I 1400
0.5-0.6 I 1200 I 1100 I 1300
0.35-0.5 I 700 I 1200 I 800
zl+zl | 0.35-0.5 | 0.5-0.6 | 0.6-1.0
yields I yields | yields
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and provide a normalization for the DIS results
constrain the model with z and pq- dependence
measurement of ATfq..,;;, · Ay-·f,,_,2;,
e+e' —» g§:
constrain the model with z and py dependence
measurement of Arg · Aq·_fq..;,
semi~inclusive DIS: ep—>e’h-l-X
A model for the polarized fragmentation (e.g. the string model)
We propose the following calibration procedure for the effect:
negligible.
we expect that the systematic uncertainties in the spin correlation experiment will be also
Since the leading hadrons from e"'e' collision at LEP100 have about the same momentum,
inclusive DIS have shown very little effects on the observables for hadrons of about 10 GeV/ c.
asymmetry. The systematical uncertainties studies performed for the asymmetry in semi
from the subleading ones and to measure their direction well enough to observe the above
for our spectrometer I, the ALEPH detector is certainly able to identify the leading hadrons
For example, with a momentum resolution of a·,/ p z 8 · 10"* [6], about the same value as
spin efect will also be possible in e+e" —> 2jets.
This suggest that the gluons will not wash out the efect and that the measurement of this
between the 2 and 3 jets distribution is apparent in this simulation with the applied cuts.
Soft gluon production is expected to distort the distributions. No significant variation
statistical error of about 10% of the effect can be reached.
a more adequate jet axis, looser cuts and larger data samples. Thus we estimate that a
2.5·10”°. The significance of this results can certainly be improved with a better estimator,
10° hadronic events simulated with the above cuts, the statistical error of the mean value is
angular dependence, the mean value of the ih - R · Fu distribution will be 6·10'°. For the
For analyzing power of 40% in each jet, taken into account the quark polarization and the
Figure 4: FQ, · R - Fu and Fu · FQ, distributions
T12f12 Y12’R-1'12
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uncertainty.
With this method, we hope to constrain the transversity distributions with a. 10% relative
16 OCR Output
camera.
100 ns decay time and a fast gate on the MCP, using the fast clear capability of the CCD
allow for a trigger decision in 0.5 ps. For our case we would prefer a fast phosphor with about
The events are not bunched at CHORUS, therefore a medium-slow phosphor was chosen to
The difference with the CHORUS chains will be the choice of the phosphor of the first stage.
CCD camera can be cleared in 1 ps before the next bunch if no first level trigger is present.
and discriminate against the particles from the positron arriving about 300 ns latter. The
and a CCD camera. A 200 ns gate on the MCP will select particles from the electron bunches
our rates. The readout chain will consist of an image intensifier, a microcharmel plate (MCP)
readout system for these trackers with readout speed typically of 20 ms which is adequate for
The cost of scintillating fiber detectors is low and the CCD cameras provide an inexpensive
area or large volume detectors located in magnetic fields.
[21]. These properties are difficult to obtain with other detector systems, especially for large
mechanical stability. For example the fibers can be located with an accuracy of 30-50 pm
trackers provide good spatial resolution, 350 pm FWHM, flexible designs and an excellent
CHORUS collaboration and recently installed in their experiment [20],[appendix G]. These
this tracker, we propose to use scintillating fiber planes similar to those developed by the
The trackers are required for the momentum analysis of the electrons and hadrons. For
3.1.2 Trackers
and 20 GeV/ c.
electrons with momenta between 20 and 90 GeV/c, and hadrons with momenta between 2
efficient way to perform this experiment where two families of particles have to be detected,
for the various particle species are shown in figs. 5 and 6. We believe that this is the most
large acceptance spectrometer for lower momentum hadrons. The momentum distributions
factor, where the DIS electron will be detected and the fastest hadrons. Spectrometer H is a
spectrometer I are focused onto the high momentum particle and high hadron rejection
to cover a large solid angle with an internal fixed target experiment. The capabilities of
momentum of hadrons at angles above 100 mrad. This two step spectrometer is necessary
angular range and, with a longitudinal field of about 2Tm, the solenoid is able to analyze the
the large angle spectrometer H a solenoid will be used [appendix E] This will cover a wide
field of more than 2 Tm this magnet is well suited to analyze high electron momenta. For
The magnet of spectrometer I will be the former UA6 magnet [appendix With a transverse
3.1.1 Magnets
• Electromagnetic Calorimeters
• Ring Imaging Cherenkov counters (RICH), and
• Trackers
• 2 Magnets





of the A with the criteria for the quark fragmentation, shaded area, and without, solid
DIS electron, and DIS semi-inclusive production of 1r+, K1', protons, 1r' and protons
Figure 5: Momentum distribution in spectrometer I, dN/ dp for a. 3 weeks run, of the
P GeV/c P GeV] c
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for the quark fragmentation, shaded area., and without, solid line.
semi-inclusive production of 1r+, K"`, protons, ·n·' and protons of the A with the criteria
Figure 6: Momentum distribution in spectrometer II, dN/ dp for a, 3 weeks run, of DIS
P GeV]cP GeV/c
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Therefore, this RICH will have a full acceptance for the leading hadrons.
the whole angular range the RICH constant will be almost constant between 4 and 6·10'*.
here as the angle between the particle trajectory and the normal to the scattering plane. Over
between 0 and 40cm in the RICH2 detector, as shown in fig. 8. The incident angle is defined
distribution of the leading hadrons range between O and 0.15 rad and the impact parameter
liquid RICH [19] for different impact parameters, 0, 10, 20, 30 and 40 cm. The incident angle
The calculated RICH constant k,, as function of the incident angle is shown in fig.7 for the
acceptance which is not suited for our experiment.
price. However, this type of Cherenkov detector has a small angular and impact parameter
the necessary information. Threshold Cherenkov detectors could be envisaged for their lower
than a few GeV. Neither the dE/ dx nor the measurement of the time of flight can provide




long term mechanical stability
low sensitivity to synchrotron radiation
not sensitive to magnetic field in any directions
no frame —+ no dead area
good spatial resolution
iment:
The following characteristics summarize the scintillating Hbers advantages for our exper
spectrometer size could be slightly reduced because of the better microstrip resolution.
more expensive. Silicon microstrips would be too expensive for such large areas, even if the
not be appropriate around a beam pipe with the shape of a truncated cone and would be
where we would like to provide tracking close to the shielding plate. TPC would probably
acceptance of the experiment in spectrometer I. This is especially critical in the UA6 magnet
the frames would add material close to the beam pipe of spectrometer H and limit the
In our spectrometer it would be difficult to install MWPC or drift chamber planes because
time is limited and the use of flamable gas require additional and expensive safety systems.
single wire breaks. This is especially important for operation in a. tunnel where the access
tectors, in comparison to MWPC and drift chamber detectors which cannot operate when a
These fiber planes and the associated CCD cameras form a stable and trouble bee de
7 layers, as shown in appendix G.
which can be rejected in the analysis. In contrary, charged particles produce hits across the
than one fiber diameter. Therefore they will produce hits located in one or two Hbers only
synchrotron photons. However, the recoil electron from these photon will have a range smaller
With more material ina fiber plane than in drift chambers, the fibers will convert more
probability for high energy photons.
double sided planes before the RICH, this gives a thickness of 4.4% X0 and a 3% conversion
onto 1cm thick honey comb plates . 7 layers of fibers is 3.1mm thick, i.e. 0.7% X0. For 3
The Chorus tracker planes consists of 7 layers of 500pm diameter scintillating Hbers glued
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from 3.6 to about 3.9.
This will increase the averaged total multiplicity for a triggered DIS event in this spectrometer
than 100 mrad. In the trackers of spectrometer II, a few M¢ller electrons will produce hits.
About 90 % of the electrons have momenta below 100 MeV with scattering angle larger
in calorimeter I is shown in fig.14.
the EM·Calorimeter I will be only 24 Hz. The spatial distribution of these M¢ller electrons
UA6 magnet and reach the EM calorimeter of spectrometer ”I". The M¢ller electron rate in
the UA6 magnet as shown in fig.11. Only a small fraction of the total, will pass the trough
and 13. These electrons will be confined in the inner part of the solenoid and dedected by
these Maller electron and their angular and momentiun distributions are shown in figs.11, 12
similar plot for the DIS electrons with the M¢ller electrons is shown in fig.10. The tracks of
kHz. A scatter plot showing the electron momentum versus the angle is shown in iig.9. A
almost independent of the angle. With our luminosity this corresponds to a total rate of 25
section for these recoil electrons in our spectrometer acceptance, about gg- ~10"” cmg, is
The M¢ller recoil electrons will be scattered in the spectrometers. The laboratory cross
3.2 Mgziller Electrons
measurement technique.
ratio and a large fraction of the collaboration has a substantial experience with this type
to the experiment. We have chosen lead glass because they have a good price/resolution
The electromagnetic calorimeter is required to identify the electrons and to provide the trigger
3.1.4 Electromagnetic calorimeter
the fast RICH collaboration.
The recent success ofthe fast RICH prototype is presented in appendix H in a report from
particles and no significant variations of the RICH constant occur for these particles.
In spectrometer I the incident angle distribution is rather narrow for the high momentum
Figure 7: RICH constant, k,., for RICH2 for different impact parameters
0 mrad


















the electrons which reach the calorimeter I.
Figure 13: Momentum distribution for M¢ller electrons. The dashed area. represents
P GeV/c
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electrons which reach the calorimeter I.
Figure 12: Angular distribution for Moller electrons. The dashed area represents the
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We believe therefore that this system will not be sensitive to synchrotron background at this
in a layer consisting of 7 fibers. A figure of charged particle hits is shown in appendix G
comparable to the hits from minimum ionizing particles which will fire many nearby fibers
These electrons have range smaller than a fiber thickness. None of the detectors hits will be
fibers per bunch crossing will be fired in each plane, for recoil electron energies below 75keV.
The probability of conversion in a tracker plane is only 5%. As a consequence, only a few
a photon energy of 75 keV, the photon attenuation length in the scintillating fibers is 6 cm.
tions, the first family is the most relevant because of the thousand times larger rate. With
and forward 1 of about 300 keV with 0.1 1 per bunch crossing. For background considera
essentially to 2 families: backscattered 1 of about 75 keV with 100 1 per bunch crossing,
to ~10° 7/IHA/S. This corresponds to about 100 1 per bunch crossing. These 1 belong
detectors. With two collimators on either side of IP5, this high rate could be reduced down'
periment is in progress. Preliminary calculations show that ~ 10° 1/mA/s will reach our
A study by G. Von Holtey on the synchrotron background in the beam pipe of our ex
will be less sensitive to this type of radiation than gaseous detectors.
will be comparable to the one of the other experiments and the scintillating fiber trackers
energy photons and the direct high energy photons. The synchrotron radiation background
extra shielding for spectrometer I. Furthermore the whole area will be protected from the low
In the timnel, the detectors will be shielded against radiation by the solenoid and by
only the normal LEP quadrupoles and electrostatic separators are present.
quadrupoles. In the long straight section of LEP, where we propose to install the experiment,
Synchrotron radiation is essentially produced in bending magnets, wigglers and low beta
3.3 Background from Synchrotron Radiation
Figure 14: Spatial distribution of the M¢ller electrons in the calorimeter I.
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Moller electrons. If this first level trigger is not present, the CCD cameras, the ADC’s and
of the calorimeter. This first level trigger will have a rate smaller than 100 Hz, dominated by
energy deposit larger than 1 GeV) and in a thin plastic scintillator counter located in front
the electronics of the RICH. Then, we will trigger on charged particles in the calorimeter (an
the three detector types, to gate the MCP of the CCD chain, the ADC of the calorimeter and
provided by the bunch signal, every 11 ps for 8·bunch operation. This gate will be used for all
nation have to be rejected. We propose the following scheme. A gate for the detectors will be
EM-Calorimeter I. Therefore showers from M¢ller electrons, photons, and hadronic contami
A deep inelastic scattering event will be characterized by an electromagnetic shower in the
3.6 'I‘rigger
completely the total error.
negligible, as shown in tab.2. Except for the highest x bin, the statistical error dominates
bilities one can reach at LEP with a fixed jet target, these systematic uncertainties will be
using the program Lepto. With the resolutions of the apparatus and the calibration capa
cal variables will cause an uncertainty of the asymmetry measurement. This was investigated
hard process center of mass, c.f. fig. 9 of ref. Therefore the uncertainties of the kinemati
momenta to define the final quark polarization direction via parton model assiunptions in the
For measurement of asymmetries, we rely on measurements of the electron and hadron
role after a small correction.
contribution from the subleading hadrons will be less than 5%. This should play a negligible
magnitude of the spin effect. This was investigated with a simulation and we found that the
missed. In this case, the subleading hadron may contribute to the asymmetry, reducing the
proposing, the acceptance is not completely covered, and some leading hadrons may be
However some sources of systematic uncertainty could remain. With the setup we are
analysis.
analysed independently of the acceptance, using a method similar to the one for polarimeter
instabilities are averaged out. In our proposal [1] we showed how spin asymmetries can be
apparatus is stable over period- comparable with the period of the spin inversion, all the
the polarization is flipped at a rategof 1 Hz, as proposed in our experiment, and if the
since the observables are simple difference of yields between both target polarization. When
For spin observables, the systematic imcertainties are usually lower than for cross sections,
3.5 Acceptance Effects
will be similar to the ones from DIS electrons.
beam energy, is higher than the energy of the DIS electrons. The signatures on the detectors
experiment. They can be separated from the DIS electrons because their en¢1‘SY» almost the
A more detailed estimate is in progress. Nevertheless, these electrons should not affect our
experiment, this figure should be much lower because there are no low beta quadrupoles.
side of the detector. The rate of these electrons is about 100Hz for a 3mA beam. In our
on the stable orbit are deflected away by the strong low beta quadrupole located on either
High energy electrons are scattered into the LEP detectors. Those electrons which are not
3.4 Background from electrons
level.
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the larger yields of table 3, obtained in one year, a precise analysis will be possible.
hadrons, in unpolarized semi-inclusive DIS, with 27‘000 events only [23], showing that with
The EMC Collaboration has performed an analysis of the azimuthal distribution of the
may be equivalent to 3 "real” LEP years.
the yields are given for a. luminosity of 10cmsfor a run of 6 fully eiiicient months which°°‘2"1
such an integrated luminosity the errors on the asymmetries will be small. In our proposal,
table.3 with the error estimate for the spin observable as defined in our proposal. Even with
I. The yields for the 1r+ production for this integrated luminosity in one real year, are given in
will produce 10° DIS events per year. About 700’000 events will be detected by spectrometer
conservative estimate for one real LEP200 year. With a target density of 3-1013 H/cm2, we
for physics runs in one year, 3 fully efficient. months at an average beam current of 4 mA is a
into account the beam intensity losses of the stored beam and the fraction of beam available
a 6 mA current at injection is considered to be a reasonable and conservative estimate. Taking
The maximum LEP200 current will be limited by the RF cavity power at 8 mA. Therefore
accidental semi-inclusive events.
is 0.2 pb, corresponding to 1 event every 5 seconds. Therefore, there will be almost no
events per second or 1 event per 10’000 bunches. The DIS cross section in our spectrometers
energy larger than 0.1 GeV is about 10 pb. With our luminosities this corresponds to about 10
electron beam energy of 100 GeV, the total cross section for photo·production with photon
The total rates will be dominated by M¢ller electrons and hadronic photo-production. At an
3.7 Total Event Rates and Running Time
the system will be designed to operate also with 16 bunches.
CCD camera to 20 ms and a DIS event every 5 s, the dead time will be negligible. Note that
decision is 300ps, causing a negligible dead time of 3%. With a readout time limited by the
of the ADCs of the calorimeter. A conservative estimate of the required time for a trigger
the second level trigger can be realized by software, using the FICs foreseen for the read-out
iirst level trigger to detect a charged particle. A simple and inexpensive implementation of
from 1r° photons will be negligible, especially with an additional detector will be used for the
fig.10, the M¢ller electrons can be well separated from the DIS electrons. The contamination
consist in a energy threshold in the calorimeter which will depend on the position. As seen in
a second level trigger will separate the DIS events from the other types of events. This will









spin asymmetry A0 in 1r+ production for one ”rea.l” LEP200 year.
Table 2: Expected statistical as well as systematics uncertainties for the transverse one
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example at 50 GeV/c and 50 mrad, the angular resolutions are 0;:0.3 mrad and ¢rg=5 mrad.
p interaction point can be reconstructed with the precision shown in fig.20, 21 and 22. For
The scattering and the azimuthal angles as well as the transverse coordinates of the e
of the target size in fig. 17.
magnet of spectrometer I, although we planed to have two planes. This will reduce the effect
menta, as shown in fig.19. For this simulation, one tracker plane only was considered in the
H, the target size is not significant while the multiple scattering dominates at the lower mo
tion, in the lower momenta region, as shown in fig. 18. For the large angle in spectrometer
mrad, as shown in fig.17. The multiple scattering has some effects on the momentum resolu
dimension, a,=25 mm. At smaller angles this effect drops and becomes negligible below 20
by the transverse beam dimension, 0, = 1.7mm 0, = 0.3mm and the longitudinal jet target
At the large angles, the momentum resolution is larger because of the target sizes given
possibilities to reduce the material thickness of the window.
A be easy to correct for this external radiation effect. Furthermore, we will investigate various
of energy losses occurs dominantly in the vacuum window, before the spectrometer I, it will
shown in fig.16 for the target size set to zero and without multiple scattering. Since this type
to ;l:3¤· of the resolution without bremsstrahlung. The tail due to the bremmstrahlung is
50 GeV electrons will be contained in a range between 45 and 55 GeV which corresponds
The bremsstrahlung effect causes the long tail of the distribution of fig.15. 85% of these
spectrometer I which is the result of a first estimate of the window thickness [appendix A].
windows as well as the target sizes. We consider a vacuum window of 2.8mm aluminum for
and RICH resolution, multiple scattering and bremsstrahlung in the detectors and vacuum
of 50 mrad, are shown in fig.15. In this Monte Carlo simulation we included the tracker
The reconstructed momentum distribution, for 50 GeV/ c electrons at a scattering angle
and 0 in rad
angles and ap/p z 1 · 10"3 · p/0 in spectrometer H at large momenta, where p is in GeV/e
lating fibers, the momentum resolution will be cr, / p 9: 4 • 10"°· p in spectrometer I at small
With the angular resolution of the RICH detectors and the spatial resolution of the scintil
3.8 Momentum and Angular Resolution
0.30-1.00 0.4 0.08 0.040.04 0.220.3
0.15-0.30 0.05 0.0225 0.01 140.7 0.08
0.10-0.15 0.03 0.0227 0.01 0.05 17
0.08-0.10 0.02 16 11 0.020.02 0.03
140.04-0.08 0.02 47 0.010.01 3610 0.02
0.02-0.04 18 0.03 35 0.02 0.0214 0.02 30
18.006-0.02 0.03 0.0425 0.04 2215 0.04
x I [10“events] I aA I [1Qievents] I a_4 [10°events] I 0A I [10°events] I aA
yields yieldsyields yields
I (j;100mrad) J I+H (i300m1·ad) I (i100mrad! I I+II !i300m1·ad
tical errors for the transverse one-spin asymmetry A0 for one real LEP200 year.
Table 3: Estimate of semi-inclusive 1r+ and 1r` production yields and expected statis
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electron at 50 mrad with bremmstrahlung and multiple scattering effects only.
Figure 16: Reconstructed momentum distribution in spectrometer I for 50 GeV/c
P GeV /c
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electron at 50 mrad.
Figure 15: Reconstructcd momentum distribution in spectrometer I for 50 GeV/c
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line. The dotted line corresponds to a. simulation without multiple scattering.
Figure 18: Reconstructed momentum resolution in spectrometer I at 10 mrad, solid
P GeV/ c














size set to zero.
tron , solid line. The dotted line corresponds to a. simulation with target
Figure 17: Reconstructed momentum resolution in spectrometer I for 50 GeV/c elec
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line. The dotted line corresponds to a simulation without multiple scattering.
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izontal and vertical direction.
Figure 22: Distribution of the reconstructed transverse target coordinates in the hor
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Figure 21: Reconstruction of the azimutha.1 angle distribution at 50 GeV and 9::50
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similar in magnitude to the one from the DIS electrons below 20 GeV, which is negligible.
of 7%. We estimated that the corresponding false trigger rate from the e+e' pair will be
length, the vacuum window and detectors represent 10% X0 and a 7 conversion probability
The large yields of 7 from 1r° in fig.23 will produce false triggers. In term of radiation
lower. Therefore the hadron contamination in semi-inclusive DIS will be negligible.
probability to detect simultaneously a leading hadron, satisfying the selection criteria, is even
negligible contaminations as shown in fig.25. When a hadron is identified as a electron, the
in fig.23. Therefore the total rejection factor is adequate to identify all the particles with
of about 1 /200 for lead glass. Fortunately the rate of high energy hadrons is low, as shown
electromagnetic calorimeter with a rejection factor measured by the NOMAD collaboration
efficiency for the electrons. However for the larger momenta we will have to rely on the
will have an excellent rejection factor below 20 GeV/c as shown in fig.24 for 99% detection
The gaseous RICH detector for spectrometer I, where the electrons have to be clearly identify,
The RICH detectors are extremely efficient for the identification and rejection of hadrons.
Monte Carlo simulation using PYTHIA for da·"'“°"/dp
where y = E.,/E, and we take E.,_,,,;,, = 5GeV and q;. = 1 GeV/c. We have preformed a
...dp,. wm wymcy dp (22)(E,) ‘ a q‘ da"*"°"(y · E ) .. = d ... 1 ]_ .. 2 [ ...L...... [vl +( v ll n,.da""""
approximation:
and is not detected. To estimate the rates shown in fig.23, we used the Weitzecker-Williams
for this hadronic production occurs at low Q2, the electron is scattered at very small angles
the counters after the spectrometer I is shown in fig.23 for 1r' and 7 from 1r°. The rates
momentum distributions of the DIS electrons and the hadronic photoproduction which reach
The DIS electrons have to be identified in the background of a large number of hadrons. The
3.9 Hadron Rejection Factor
electrons, dashed line, in spectrometer I.
Figure 23: Momentum distributions for ·zr‘ and 7 production, solid lines, and DIS
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rejection by RICH+Celorimete1· (dashed-dotted line) in spectrometer I.
photoproduction (solid line), 11-* after rejection by the RICH (dotted line), w' after
Figure 25. The momentum distribution for DIS electrons (dashed line) and for 7I'—
p GeV/c
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1 . ..r·/







emciency for the electrons.
Figure 24: The RICH rejection factor as a function of the momentum for 99% detection
P GeV/c






because the HERMES setup will be a one step spectrometer.
for high momentum electrons with the hadron identification of lower momentum hadrons
:1:240 mrad. It will be therefore difficult to match the high momentum resolution requirement
HERMES spectrometer, originally designed for the electrons, has an angular acceptance of
The DIS electron have a broader angular distribution at the lower HERA energy and the
Q;[i!:ELP = Q;[£J=BRMEs_ 2
‘'‘
• x£ELP = x1:gRMEs/3
although the HERMES luminosity is larger than the HELP one:
HERMES experiment at 30 GeV and the kinematical range is rather limited in Q2 and x
Clearly the rates for 1r+ production in the quark fragmentation are much lower for the
regions as in our proposal for both experimental setup.
1.8·1O°1cm`2s'* [24, 25]. We applied the same criteria for the separation of the fragmentation
modified HERMES setup for a single user run of 1 fully efficient month with a luminosity of
a parasitic run of 6 fully efficient months at LEP with a luminosity of 103°cm"°s’1 and a
hadrons. The 1r+ production rates are shown in figs. 26 and 27 for both the HELP setup for
[appendix H] and that they have the same tracking capabilities for the electrons and for the
will build a RICH detector of the same type as the one from the fast RICH collaboration
distribution and polarized fragmentation. For this difficult exercise, we assumed that they
of the HERMES collaboration to perform semi-inclusive DIS and to study the transversity
the fragmentation regions in the small rapidity space [22]. We tried evaluate the possibilities
The HERA Electron beam Energy is ~ 30 GeV. At this energy it will be diflicult to separate
4.3 HERMES
with new large RICH detectors, to perform the semi-inclusive experiment we are proposing.
the hadron cannot be identified with the present setup and an upgrade would be necessary,
target in their program, and planed to go on with longitudinal polarization. Furthermore,
The SMC collaboration do not consider to run the experiment with a transversely polarized
the semi—inclusive hadronic production, reducing significantly the effective luminosity.
the secondary interactions, in this long target, only a fraction of the target could be used for
target is used, for a total of 120 cm of butanol, i.e. one hadronic interaction length. To reduce
In the SMC experiment, to compensate for the low [.4 beam intensity, a long solid state
scattering is extremely small.
the beam electrons will pass through a hydrogen atom. Therefore the chance for multiple
extremely thin and the particles have almost no chance to interact twice. Less than 1% of
For a semi-inclusive DIS experiment, the target has to be relatively thin. A jet target is
4.2 SMC
accidental rates.
the small spectrometer acceptances and the poor duty factor of the accelerator, causing large
DIS electron. Therefore, this type of experiment will not be possible at SLAC because of
For semi-inclusive DIS experiment the haclrons have to be identified in coincidence with the
4.1 SLAC
4 Comparison with other Experiments
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Figure 27: rates comparison for HELP and HERMES, z distributions
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standard LEP pipe aperture, except for the polarized hydrogen atoms.
thanks to the beam collimators. In contrast, _the HELP setup will be free of material in the
Hopefully the situation will not be very different with the 30 GeV HERA electron beam
hadronic beam did not destroy the cell wall coating and did not cause much background.
1 hour down to 11 minutes, because of the presence of the storage cell [28]. The low energy
case the beam life time of the stored 27 MeV alpha beam was reduced by a factor 6, from
ring and in Heidelberg at the TSR where the storage cell polarization was measured. In this
In low energy storage ring, such a cell has been successfully used, e.g. at the IUCF cooler
on the cell wall, as observed by the same group at VEPP-3 [27]
• The cell produces a very large background in the detectors due to beam halo scattering
protons. The target is thus completely depolarized.
coating is destroyed, the hydrogen atoms recombine into H2 molecules with unpolarized
• The cell wall coating may be destroyed by synchrotron radiations [26]. When the cell wall
effects have been reported:
because of the high energy of the particles and of the synchrotron radiation. The following
in length. So far, such a device has never been very successful in high energy storage rings
particular for parasitic usage. This cell is a tube of 30mm x 10mm around the beam, 40cm
the compatibility of the storage cell target used for this experiment can be questioned, in
This would allow to accumulate more statistics in the limited kinematical range. However,




















51(1 Roots, 1 rotary p.)
primary pnunps
turbo pumps (7*TPH2200) 320
94cold head + compressor
20rc nozzle/skimmer structure
60chamber
A Jet production stage
(kSF)
estimateItems
Table 4:'_Qlugr target budget estimates
the superconducting sextupoles of the polarized jet is not included in the budget.
adjusted to more recent catalog information or offers. The acquisition of a He·liquefier for
the use of UA6·equipment (aging) except as spare when applicable. The prices have been





































gas input syst. 15
vac.gauges 42
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dissociator 30
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A Jet production stage _
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242 FIC, 12’000 CHF








Demagnifier (Hamamatsu), 34’000 CHF 1020
300_ __ Scintillating fibers
(kSF)
estimateItems
Table 8: Tgckers, cost estimates
number of fibers in the HELP experiment.
on the real cost of the CHORUS experiment scaled down by a factor 2 because of the smaller









Table 7: UA6 magnet transformation, cost estimates
modification will consist essentially of a new shielding plate and of a new magnet support.
The UA6 magnet has to be slightly modified to be adapted to this experiment. This
The price to built it in Dubna will be lower.
For the new solenoid the prices quoted are estimates for a magnet built in Western Europe.
5.3 UA6 magnet transformation
40




HV power suppy 10
4 FIC, 12*000 CHF 48




350ADC 100 CHF] channel
20preampliiiers, 20 CHF/ channel
Tetrode (Hamamatsu R2149) 495 CHF/channel'; 1732
700Lead Glass blocks 200 CHF/channel
(kSF)
Items estimate
Table 10: Electromagnetic calorimeter, cost estimates
part of thge trigger electronics.
group will provide 1500 existing lead glass blocks while the Geneva group can provide a large
mated to be 1505 or 200 CHF from the Russian company which produces them. The Yerevan
equipped with tetrodes and preamplifiers. At present the cost of a lead glass block is esti
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Table 9: RICHs, cost estimates
the price is expected to be lower.
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Institution __ I Physicists | PhD Students | EngineersTl.'I%
Table 11: Number of collaborators per grou
RICH collaboration for the R.ICHs; Legnaro and JINR for the Solenoid; Yerevan, Moscow,
Trieste and Geneva (DPNC+GAP) for the Trackers; Geneva (DPN C), 'lrieste and the fast
The responsibilities for the major items of the setup will be shared as follow: between
The number of collaborators in the HELP groups is summarized in table 11.
program. They will work on the design, the construction and the test of the detectors.
groups, the full size RICH detector for the HELP experiment in the framework of a R&D
and T. Ypsilantis propose to build, in collaboration with the Trieste and Geneva(DPNC)
Members of the fast RICH collaboration, R. Arnold, E. Chesi, J.L. Guyonnet, I. Seguinot
CERN to work on the jet target.
tion requests 1 designer, 1 electronics-mechanical engineer and 1 mechanical technician from
At CERN 1 senior physicist is already working full time on this project and the collabora
than 50% of their time. 5 to 8 graduate students will join the collaboration in these groups.
The involvement of collaborators form the Czech, Slovak and Russian groups will be larger
physicists will join gradually with one engineer and 1 technician.
In the Yerevan group 2 physicists are already full time active in the collaboration and 6
engineer and 3 technicians will join gradually.
gineer, 1 designer will start in spring 1994, 2 physicists, 1 graduate student, 1 electronics
In the Geneva group of DPNC, 1 graduate student, 2 senior physicists, 1 computer en
group, 11 physicists beginning of 1996.
1994, 1 more senior physicist and 3 mechanicians will start beginning of 1995 and the full
student (full time) and 2 senior physicist (50% of their time) and 1 engineer starting in spring
The involvement of the '1`rieste group in the HELP project will be the following. 1 graduate
gradually after completion of their running experiments.
on this experiment immediately after approval, while the rest of the groups intends to join
In most of the groups of the HELP collaboration, a. part of the group will start to work
6 Collaboration
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7Contributions in the framework of an R&D program
early for a final decision concerning test beam in 1995.
with the SPS coordinator have shown that this should be possible. However, it is still too
X3 and X7. 4 to 6 months of test beam are required for this calibration. First discussions
X5. Other beams are possible candidates for the calibration of the HELP calorimeter, X1,
The NOMAD collaboration has calibrated a lead glass calorimeter in the West Area, beam
for the HELP experiment in 1995.
momenta up to 15 GeV/c this beam can be used to test both the liquid and gaseous RICH
The RICH prototype has been already tested in the PS East Area, beam T9. With particle
6.1 Test beams
government funds and the Yerevan group will provide 1500 existing lead glass blocks.
Recherche Scientifique, special funds from Geneva state and the Swiss government, Czech
the LEPC. At present we are evaluating funding from INFN, Fonds National Suisse de la
A final list of the source of funding cannot be provided before a recommendation from
These responsibilities are summarized in table 12.
JINR for the Calorimeter, CERN, Milano, Trieste, Ferrara, Geneva(GAP) for the targets.
P. Schiavon (Trieste)
C. Lechanoine-Leluc (Geneva)
A. Kotzinian(Yerevan) | B. Ioffe (ITEPH, Moscow)
Theory 8: Analysis X. Artru(Lyon) J. Collins(Penn State)
'Trieste, R. Birsa
Electronics 8: Data Acquisition ) Geneva, D. Rapin
JINR, M. Finger
Solenoid Legnaro, G. Petrucci
Moscow, S.N. Gninenko
Praha 8: JINR, M. Finger
EM-Calorimeter Yerevan, H. Vartapetian
Trieste, S. Dalia Torre
Geneva GAP, M. Guenin
Tracker Geneva DPNC, R. Hess
(Fast RICH collaboration)?
Geneva, B. Vuaridel
RICH Trieste, F. Bradamante





Jet Targets CERN, W. Kubisdita [ P. Schmelzbach (PSI)
HELP Collaborators Groups [ Consultants
Table 12: Tentative list of HELP Collaborators responsibilities
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Geneva, 20 December, 1993
complies with the remarks made at the SLTC meeting of 3.11.93.
buildings to provide the required facilities. This revised version
cations necessary in the infrastructure of U]56 and of the surface
reviews the implications for the beam dynamics and the modifi
been proposed and will be discussed soon at the LEPC. This note
The installation in the LEP tunnel of a jet-target experiment has
Summary
M. Schmitt, R. Veness, A. Verdier, B. Zotter
O. Bayard, B. Bianchi, C. Bovet, B. Danner, O. Griibner, G. von Holtey, R. Magnin,
Jet-Target Experiment at LEP (rare/rv)
Infrastructure for the Installation of an Internal
SL/ Note 93-97 (BI) Rev.
CERN - SL DIVISION
EUROPEAN ORGANIZATION FOR NUCLEAR RESEARCH
OCR OutputA Infrastructure for the Installation
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computation of the vacuum chamber impedance.
electrical installations which has resulted with some price increase, iv) the
accessible part of U]56 and of mobile iron shielding, iii) a refined cost analysis for
superconducting cavities, ii) the procurement of radiation monitoring in the
These are : i) a reduction of the shielding wall thickness to allow for the passage of
been examined on recommendation of the special SLTC meeting of Nov. 3m [2].
The revised version of this report includes a few new items which have
needed for the installation of the experiment.
Let us review now in more details the different infrastructure components
by additional vacuum valves.
good quality since there is an electrostatic separator nearby, this will be guarantied
by chance, free of any beam optics element. The vacuum must be kept safe and of
From the point of view of machine equipment's the space alongside U]56 is,
would create a synchrotron radiation background dangerous for the experiment.
and U]33 but the straight sections LSS7 and LSS3 contain many wigglers which
Why is point 5 the best location ? A similar situation could be found at U]76
data acquisition.
available in the surface building SD5 for a counting room with the computers for
A more convenient space for experimenters to live in could be made
provided there to house the front end electronics of the experiment.
electrical and electronic components of the machine. Space could easily be
On the other side of the shielding wall is an accessible hall partly filled with
monorail. The length is more than adequate.
some space on the shielding wall side to keep a sufficient passage for the
Collaboration can be fitted around the beam by lowering the floor and gaining
engineering work. The experimental set up proposed now by the HELP
possibilities for space adaptation without touching the outside shell of the civil
U] is a cylinder of 13.5 rn diameter and of 22 m length which offers a lot of
Yet a particularly favourable location presents itself alongside U]56. Indeed a
(tunnel diameter of 3.76 m and beam height of 0.65 m).
tunnel, is an even more difficult task because of the smaller space available
Installing in the LEP tunnel an experiment like the former UA6 in the SPS
required services.
machine and the necessary modifications of the infrastructure to provide the
been put forward [1] and the present paper reviews the implications for the
A new proposal for an experiment using an internal jet-target in LEP has
1. INTRODUCTION
.. 1 ..
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or HELP will be supported by this floor.
metal beams covered by anti-slip metal plates. No equipment from the machine
This floor must be capable of supporting loads of 500 l<g/ m2, it will consist of
3.1.2 The floor around the HELP equipment.
already being used at the entrances to the alveolus in the LEP tunnel.
manoeuvred without the need of special equipment. This type of flooring is
metal girders covered by light metal plates (500 x 500 x 35mm), these plates can be
tunnel must be assured. The false floor covering the excavated pit will consist of
The possibility for transporting material of 10 tonnes within the main
3.1.1 Main passageway
3.1 Reorganisation ofthe passageway around the experiment
3. METALLIC STRUCTURES AND TRANSPORTS
room' has to be insulated for noise and heat and provided with electrical outfits.
new control room (50m?) mainly dedicated to terminals and computers. This
Enough space can be found in the existing surface building SD5 to install a
2.4 Control room in the surface building
detectors.
laid down on the new floor to allow for installation and later access to the
Rails to support experimental equipments (KS32, 4><15rn, 2000 kg) have to be
2.3 Rails for detector installation
and the floor re-established at the lower level.
The drain piping has to be deviated to leave room for the new equipment
»··· 2.2 New floor
load should not compromise in any way the stability of the LEP orbits.
Since the rock quality is good at point 5 these small changes of the tunnel
temporary air tight walls and of an air blowing and filtering system.
avoid dust pollution of the tunnel. This will necessitate the provision of
points 4 or 6. During the whole work serious precautions will have to be taken to
only human loads, the scrap will have to be conveyed away via the monorail to
does not present any particular problem. But since the elevator at U]56 can take
cavities alongside the experiment (see fig.4). The total excavation of about 120 m3
also to be thinned down to lm to allow for the passage of superconducting
target and of the detectors/magnets (see figures 1 and 2). The shielding wall has
More space is needed below the beam level for the installation of the jet
2.1 Excavation of the floor and of the shielding wall
2. CIVIL ENGINEERING
- 2 ..
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use throughout the duration of the experiment.
equipment for this already exists at CERN. This equipment would be available for
monorail situated on top of the beam line (see figs. 4 and 5). The necessary
The installation could be undertaken by using a special track of the
etc.). This cradle has to be designed and manufactured.
to negotiate obstructions in the turmel (RF racks, metal beams, insulating doors
will have to be foreseen, which will allow the discs to be tilted at different angles
These discs can be transported via the monorail but a special rotating cradle
3.5 Transport and reassemblying of the discs (dia 2700, ~2 tonnes)
can be done with conventional equipment (jacks).
The horizontal repositioning from the monorail axes to the machine axes
points if required.
the monorail is adequately fixed to the tunnel roof and to reinforce the anchoring
special cradle would have to be manufactured. It will be necessary to check that
standard monorail pulley blocks (each suitable for loads of 6.5 tonnes), however, a
The reassembling of the two half magnets can be realised by using two
3.4.2 Installation
built. The passage to the point 5 will be via point 8 and point 6.
They have to be manoeuvred in the tunnel on a trailer which has to be
the only pit equipped with a mobile crane of 20 tonnes.
The two half magnets have to be lowered into the tunnel at point 1 as this is
3.4.1 Transportation
approximately 26 tonnes. It can be split horizontally into two parts.
This magnet measures 2.6m. long, 1.42m. wide, and 1.95m. high and weights
3.4 Transportation and mounting of the UA6 magnet
first floor level.
It should be noted that there are, at the moment, a dozen empty racks on the
designed but should not create any problems.
envisaged (see fig. 4). A structure including a false floor and access stairs has to be
Because of the limited space available, only racks of 2m high can be
3.3 Metallic structure for the installation of 15 racks on the second floor of U] 56
installing the HELP equipment (see fig. 5).
The proposed modifications would also make the monorail useful for
alongside the detectors is ample for any material transportation (see fig. 4).
proposed in fig. 5, and with the shielding wall reduced by lm, the space available
The continuity of the monorail will be maintained with the modifications
3.2 The monorail
.. 3
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length of approximately 20 m by a set of new chambers to allow for the
existing standard aluminium vacuum chambers have to be replaced over a
LEP requires a modification of the present layout of the vacuum system. The
The introduction of the experiment in the long straight section of point 5 of
4.3.1 New vacuum chambers
4.3 Additional vacuum equipments
The price given in the cost estimate does include some design optimisation.
geometry's other than a cone, and by the addition of intemal supporting struts.
The thickness of aluminium windows could be optimised by considering
beryllium.
aluminium vessel. There are also significant safety issues involved in the use of
shown the cost to be in the order of 100_ times greater than the equivalent
reduced transparency. Experience with beryllium vacuum vessel for LEP has
It is clear from this comparison that stainless steel would give a significantly
thickness of stainless steel and beryllium vessels were calculated for comparison.
be modified, depending on details of support and axial load on the structure. The
the safety margins necessary for this kind of buckling problem. They may need to
larger (¢768mm) window was 2.8 mm. These are preliminary calculations, using
diameter of the small (¢344mm) window was calculated at 1 mm and that of the
The base design is with smooth conical aluminium vessels. The minimum
experiment
4.2 Design and fabrication of special vacuum chambers needed for the
its vacuum should not be affected.
electrostatic separator is at a distance of more than 32 m from the jet target, hence
a large pressure gradient. Fortunately, on this side of the experiment the closest
vacuum chambers will again provide a large distributed pumping speed to create
approximately 11 m from the gas jet. The NEG pumps in the following standard
In the downstream part, lumped pumping can be provided at a distance of
this requirement.
vacuum leak). With the proposed differential pumping it will be possible to meet
time when the pressure exceeds a value of approximately 10*9 mbar (e.g. due to a
that the high voltage conditioning of a separator is partially lost or degrades with
low not to cause a problem for operation. From previous experience it is known
the pressure at the nearest separator upstream of the jet target will be sufficiently
over a length of at least 6 m. It can be expected that by these combined measures
pumping will be provided by the NEG pumps in standard vacuum chambers
jet target to install a large lumped pumping system. Additional distributed
upstream part where adequate space should be foreseen as close as possible to the
background pressure of <2 10-7 mbar the most critical situation occurs in the
from the jet within the smallest possible region of LEP. With the announced
A differential pumping system must be provided to confine the gas flow
4.1 Machine vacuum constraints
4. SPECIAL VACUUM CHAMBERS
.. 4
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relative half bucket height (at 45.6 GeV it is 0.0278 for a Qs of 0.063) B the value of
radius of the electron (2.818><10‘15 m) Y the relativistic energy factor, SRF the
In these formulae Z is the atomic number, i.e. 1 for hydrogen, re the classical
=°`¤·= 16rgZ 2.57 1 5 —-—- L ---1.4 L ——-— 8x187[ °g 8,., I °g8R,. 8]
electron bremsstrahlung with a cross section oblcz
U _ "·“ 16r2§Z2 (LO 183) LO L_§_ 3><137 g$Z gev 8








elastic scattering on the nucleus (Rutherford) with a cross section oem given by:
are [3]:
lifetime due to the scattering of the beam particles on the gas-target. The processes
torr, the gas density is 9.1013 atoms/cm?. Therefore we have to estimate the beam
be compared with that of the LEP residual vacuum. With a pressure of about 10*
The largest target thickness foreseen is 4.1014 atoms/cm2. This density has to
5.1 Effect of the gas-target on the beam lifetime
5. BEAM DYNAMICS
ordered. The standard valves can be provided from the stock of spares for LEP.
chamber of OPAL. A second valve of identical construction would have to be
bridge for low beam impedance is available from the first generation vacuum
vacuum. One special fast acting valves which is equipped with the necessary RF
can be performed with a minimum of interference with the LEP main ring
way the installation, operation and subsequent interventions on the Jet-Target
standard sector valves, combined with fast acting valves, will be installed. In this
machine equipment, in particular from the electrostatic separator tanks, a pair of
To provide separation of this part of the vacuum system from the adjacent
4.3.2 Vacuum separation valves
will be made for pump down and control of this section of the vacuum system.
i¤Sf¤U¤U¤¤¤f ¢0¤'€¢fi¤g dipoles and compensating skew quadrupoles. Provisions
.. 5 ..
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ES.QL4A.R5.
anywhere in the free space between the gas-target and the vertical separator
close to the EM calorimeter 1
the best locations are :
matrix of the system. It can be found by merely trying the different solutions, that
to the solenoid. The practical computation is done by de coupling the 4x4 transfer
must be put close to QL2A.R5 and QL1A.R5. The two other ones must be put close
surrounding the experiment. There is not much choice. Two skew quadrupoles
four skew quadrupoles must be located between the two vertical separators
vertical separation must not be affected by this scheme, which implies that the
experienced by the trajectory in its own plane. An additional constraint is that the
around the solenoid and two other ones far enough to compensate for the kick
the solenoid field. Thus, we can put two skew quadrupoles in the straight sections
passing with an angle in the solenoid, which is orthogonal to the trajectory and to
The skew quadrupoles compensate the kick experienced by a trajectory
5.2.1 Coupling compensation with skew quadrupoles
compensation induces a vertical closed orbit distortion in the machine.
distortion it makes. However, as the solenoid is close to it, such a
The UA6 dipole needs two vertical field dipoles to localise the closed orbits
in excess in LEP.
solution is to use four skew quadrupoles which can be obtained from those
is to place an opposite solenoid as close as possible. A less expensive
The solenoid needs a coupling compensation system. An obvious solution
Two elements of the spectrometer need a compensation.
_ 5.2 Compensation scheme
as at 45.6 GeV.
the associated lifetime goes down to 405 hours. This has the same negligible effect
19 h, which is negligible. At 90 GeV this cross-section becomes 1.52x10‘29 m·2 and
lifetime is 467 hours. It reduces the lifetime under physics conditions from 20 h to
electron bremsstrahlung, it is 1.32><1O‘29 m‘2 at 45.6 GeV. The associated beam
above hydrogen density of the gas-target, the largest cross-section is that for the
wheren is the surface pardcle density and fm, the revolution frequency. With the
¤~fm
1 =
vacuum chamber. The beam lifetime r associated with a cross-section 0 is given
the beta-function at the gas·target location and u the half available aperture of the
.. 6 _
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with emittance wigglers).
emittance of 43 nm and an r.m.s. energy spread of 0.0012 (start of a physics run
the chamber of 66mm, a value of Bh of 120m (in QF) a dispersion of 1.13m, an
arc. It is 0.00478w/m in the horizontal plane, assuming a half horizontal width of
In the present LEP, both horizontal and vertical admittances are that of the
constitute a new aperture restriction.
minimum dimension of the new vacuum chambers must be such that it does not
(LEP93 optics), W05V5 (LEP2 90/90 optics) and the LEP2 90/60 optics. The
location. These beta-values are the maximum taken over the three optics : GOSP46
experiment. They are listed in Table 2 together with the beta·values at their
There are three aperture restrictions in the vacuum chamber in the
5.3 Aperture of the vacuum chamber in the experiment
The contribution of this system to the horizontal emittance is negligible.
of 0.04mm.
solenoid, which results in an r.m.s. vertical closed orbit distortion in the machine
Under these conditions the horizontal closed orbit makes an angle in the
results in an horizontal excursion of 1mm in the UA6 magnet at 90 GeV.
contribution of the UA6 magnet. The associated horizontal closed orbit bump
calorimeter 1. They must both have an integrated field which is half the
sides of the experimental set·up, one before the gas-target, one beyond the EM
The two compensation dipoles must be located as close as possible on both
5.2.2 Compensation of the dipole field of the UA6 magnet
the depolarising effect is done with vertical orbit bumps as presently.
the case where polarised beams have be considered in LEP, the compensation of
The location of the various compensation magnets can be seen in figure 3. In
is 0.39m.
at 90 GeV (maximum strength 7.16><10‘3 m‘2). The length of the skew quadrupoles ,._
Table 1: Parameter list for the skew quadrupoles used to compensate the solenoid
-1.02-3.75 3.75trength/10‘3m‘2 I 2.58
osition/ m from |+1.5 QL1A.R5 |+1.5 QL2A.R5 |+9,6 sol. centre |—6.4 sol. centre
kew quad name | QTGLR5 | QTG2.R5 | QTG3.R5 | QTG4.R5
the vertical emittance is null.
parameters of the system are listed in Table 1. The contribution of this system to
separation of 10mm at the odd IP with the present LEP optics GO5P46. The
perturbation of the optics by the skew quadrupoles is some microns for a vertical
separation. The vertical closed orbit distortion in the machine, due to the slight
It can be checked easily that this system does not perturb the vertical
skew quadrupoles.
experimental solenoid (with an integrated field of 2Tm) with four standard LEP
Such an arrangement makes it possible to compensate the coupling due to the
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in the case of the 192 SC cavities.
This corresponds to about 1% of the effect of the 128 copper cavities and 2-3%
k-; = 12.6 V/pCm (9.8 V/pCm)
The transverse loss factor is less dependent on bunch length and yields :
should be fitted with an inner RF screen.
aperture pieces. In particular the bellow at the entrance to the UA6 magnet
some special care should be paid to avoid concentrated losses on the small
chamber surface (with a length of 4.5m) air cooling is certainly sufficient, but
if one thinks of an equal distribution of this power over the total vacuum
P = 834 W (514 W)
The corresponding power loss is :
l<y_ = 1.12 V/pC (0.69 V/pC)
For the longitudinal loss factor the result is
are given in parentheses).
20mm which will be closer to LEP2 conditions (for which the computed values
rms bunch length have been used : 15mm which is characteristic of LEP1 and
intensity of 0.75 mA per bunch (about twice the present operational value). Two
equally spaced bunches as in the present pretzel scheme, and with the nominal
The calculations have been made with 16 bunches, i.e. 2 beams with 8
schematically shown in fig. 1 ) have been evaluated using the mesh code ABCI [4]
The longitudinal and transverse loss factors of a double cone chamber (as
,.· 5.4 Impedance ofgas-jet chamber for LEP
reducing the arc acceptance the values given in Table 2 are on the safe side.
considering the synchrotron radiation effect. As this effect contributes in fact to
Those estimations are taking into account the effect of coupling but are not
Table 2. Minimum aperture requirement for LEP beams.
1111inimum vertical half aperture/mml `17
121433
49 52in. horizontal half aperture/mm I 38
·h/ m 11610464
location as-target Isolenoid-UA6| UA6—RICH1
chamber of 35mm and a value of BV of 150m in the QD quadrupoles.
It is 0.00286w/m in the vertical plane, assuming a half height of the vacuum
- 3
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the surface and at the bottom of the pit.
at the surface and primary water circuits establish to link to the heat exchangers at
surface building. For all these needs a new water cooling tower has to be installed
electronic racks in U]56 and the power converters and the control room in the
The experiment magnets need to be water cooled (2.5 MW) as well as the
7.2 New cooling tower and primary water circuit
with the new experiment in place.
tunnel and U] 56 ventilation systems can continue to be used in the same way
be re·routed due to the new civil engineering works. We assume that the existing
Existing pipes (demineralised and raw water) in the machine tunnel have to
7.1 Modification and extension of existing services
Works and installation entering into the cost estimate are described as follows :
AT-CV providing chilled water supply underground.
cooling of the physics electronic racks is at the charge of the Experiment,
that we can use existing chilled water pipes in the PM shaft, and that the
that new pumps and head exchanger can be housed in the U] 56,
The present cost estimate assumes :
well as in the underground at point 5.
Therefore, we have to quote for complete new installations at the surface as
machine purpose.
available. There is no demineralised cooling water other than for LEP 200
At the odd points of LEP there are no spare cooling and ventilation facilities
7. COOLING AND VENTILATION
cooling and ventilation equipments.
installations in U]56 and the electrical distribution needed for the additional A
comprises the surface control room, a 20 kW un-interruptible power-supply,
voltage distribution in point 5. The list of installations which have been priced
The different new low voltage installations require extensions to the low
quadrupoles have to be found amongst existing equipments.
Small power converters for the compensating dipoles and for the skew
350V).
one 2500A, 350V for the UA6 magnet and two in parallel for the solenoid (SOOOA,
the North experimental areas of the SPS. Three such converters would be needed,
used. At present the eleven units existing at CERN are used in the West and in
To power the solenoid and the UA6 magnet, converters Type R31 should be
be installed. The transformers can be found at CERN.
Two 18kV panels and 18kV/380V transformers for the power converters have to




to be put in place in the tunnel if required, in order to compensate for the lacking
The experiment will have to provide 200 tons of iron shielding blocs (40cm thick)
monitoring will be installed to survey the radiation level on the accessible side.
Since the shielding wall has to be thinned down to lm, additional radiation
8.2 Radiation level in U]56
ment in order to define whether local shielding is needed to protect the detectors.
The background coming from the tunnel will be measured by the experi
to foresee is for their installation and their controls.
at QL6 and QL7. These collimators can be recuperated from LEP1 and the only cost
sections and should be treated by four collimators located on both sides, possibly
The photon background will be similar to what exists in the even straight
lack of high gradient QSO's.
crossing. This number will be further reduced in the present case because of the
experiments the electron background is of the order of a few percent per bunch
experiment, but the following remarks are due. In the existing four LEP
No detailed study has been made of the background conditions for the new
8.1 Particle background to the experiment
8. BACKGROUND AND RADIATION
(200 kW) and the control room in the surface building (20 kW).
Air handling units have to be provided to cool the power converters
7.5 New air handling units and duct distribution systems
room and to feed the heat exchangers in the front end electronic racks in U]56.
distribution circuits provided to reach the air cooling unit of the surface control
A new chilled water production unit has to be installed at the surface and
7.4 New chilled water production 8* distribution equipment
provided under 7.2.
through a plate heat exchanger in U] 56, itself cooled by the primary water
This new circuit made to reach the copper magnets in the tunnel has to pass
7.3 New demineralized water circuit
for the cooling of electrical power conversion equipment (200 kW).
circulating water through air cooled coils of new air handling units required
electronic racks (100 kW) and for the surface control room (20 kW) and
production of chilled water, necessary for the cooling of the underground
cooling the condensers of the new refrigeration machines required for the
is also used for:




detector parts on the beam line
Figure 5 Modification of the monorail tracks to allow for unloading the
wall side and the rack space created in the accessible part of the U]
solenoid of diameter ¢ = 2700 mm, the passage left on the shielding
Figure 4 Cross-section of the U]56 tunnel showing the place occupied by the
Figure 3 Layout of beam optics compensating elements
Figure 2 The HELP set-up viewed from the positron beam direction
Figure 1 Side view of the HELP experimental set-up
,_ 12. FIGURE CAPTIONS
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tests (RICH & tracker) and calibration (lead-glass).
Provide a more detailed plan for design, prototypes, construction, beam
Give a full list of expected sources of funding.
quotations from suppliers.
For each function or sub-detector, provide a detailed costing, backed by
the project should be indicated.
commitments. The fraction of their time each person would spent on
various sub-detectors, as well as information on their skills and other
Provide a more complete list of names and their responsibilities for the
Organizational points
and incident energy, etc.?
given a transversely polarised target, taking into account luminosity
I-low competitive would Hermes and SMC be for the same physics,
What are the data acquisition requirements and cost?
Much more simulation needed.
More realistic estimate of running time needed.
How is the experiment triggered?
Effect of dead areas?
What is the background from synchrotron radiation?
What is the background from Moller scattering?
Why has scintillating fibre technology been chosen for tracking?
Experimental points
function of x and Q2
Given this information, how well can h1(x, Q2) be measured as a
point from the LEP experiments?
What understanding can be expected semi-quantitatively on this
hadrons needs to be known in order to extract the required result.
reduction of the polarization occurring in the quark fragmentation into
b) The measured quantity is the product of two unknown quantities. The
a) Knowledge of transverse structure functions is interesting.
Physics
Somgi the comments made bv members of the LEPC
HELP Proposal, 11 November 1993
12 November 1993
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hadron l within each jet is supposed be the leading hadron.
Note that the choice of which jet is number 1 and which is number 2 is completely arbitrary. But
°There are other possibilities for choosing the labels of the hadrons, but this seems the simplest.
be that the acollinearity is less than some suitable value.
acollinearity from the 2 jet axes, as defined above. One definition of a two-jet event would
Another definition is likely to be equally satisfactory.) It is likely to be useful to define an
as to what constitutes the event plane. My definition is simple, and seems to be good enough.
here. Since the jets will never be precisely back-to~back, it is necessary to make some choice
6. Define an event plane by J —J' and the beam. (There is a certain amount of arbitrariness
be done by any standard algorithm.
5. Define an axis J and J' for each of the 2 jets (in the overall center-of-mass). This could
asymmetry will be the same as when using the previous definition.
dominant leading pion should have the opposite sign in the two jets. Thus the sign of any
opposite signs here. This is because the jets are initiated by a quark and antiquark, and the
1 to be the positive particle, and particle 1 in jet 2 to be the negative particle. Note the
but restrict to events in which the pairs have opposite charges. Then define particle 1 in jet
4. As an alternative method of analysis, again pick the two leading particles in each jet,
best signal.
presumably largest. The precise values for the cuts can, of course, be adjusted to get the
will be to select asymmetric large momentum hadrons, for which the desired asymmetry is
be to take only events with zl + zz > 0.5 and zi + zi > 0.5 The effect of both these cuts
large bins, if needed to get good statistics). The simplest approach for a first analysis would
z, i.e., in the valence region. So the data should be binned by the values of the zs (but with
cut like 2] /22, zi /zi > 1.5, for each jet. Moreover, the effect is likely to be strongest for large
3. Since the Collins asymmetry vanishes for z, = 2;, it will be a good idea to impose a
zl > zz and zi > zi.
Here fractional energy means energy divided by Q /2. We have four such variables satisfying
most hadrons in jet 1, and define zi and zi to be the corresponding quantities in jet 2.
1 is completely arbitrary. Define z; and 22 to be the fractional energies of the two leading
a. total of 4 hadrons. Label the jets "jet 1" and "jet 2". The choice of which jet is number
2. From each jet, take the leading and next-to·leading hadrons, so that we have picked
and angles of the particles.)
by just looking at a four·particle inclusive cross section, with suitable cuts on the momenta
the polarized fragmentation strictly according to the QCD definition is probably best done
and is probably the simplest way of doing a preliminary study. However, a measurement of
2 jets from events with 3 or more jets. (The use of 2-jet events probably cleans up the signal,
1. Consider events for e+e' —» 2 jets, with some criterion for distinguishing events with only
John Collins, Penn State
Xavier Artru, Lyon
for measuring transverse spin correlations. Version 3
Notes on 4-particle correlation in e+e" —> 2 jets,
C Spin Correlation in e+e‘—> 2 jets
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the jet axes.
defined by Eq. (24), since the normals to the pion planes differ only by being rotated by 90° about
°Actually, one does not need to work with this vector, but just with the transverse momentum
split 6 into ranges say 0 to rr/4 and 1r/4 to rr/2.
higher twist QCD effects that also produce azimuthal dependence, it would appear useful to
13. Since there is a characteristic 9 dependence of the spin correlation, but not of the
cuts to get the maximum effect.
of mass, say just above the mass of the p meson. It would also be appropriate to tune the
interference effects, in which case in would be instructive to perform the analysis in a range
below 1 GeV). It is quite possible that the analyzing power of the fragmentation comes from
12. At least one should split each of M and M' into "small” and "large" (say, above and
variables. So one should explore this.
statistics, one should not have too many bins. But there are important dependencies on these
bins of the overall polar angle 9 of the event and of the invariant masses M;. To avoid low
11. Plot the dependence of the cross section differential in both dal and 45; for several
toward the observer.
the jet axis. The azimuths do and ¢>' are to be measured anticlockwise when the jet is coming
..»~ Better, one can define the zero of azimuth by projecting the 3-vector of the e" normal to
sake of definiteness to be in the direction of the incoming e" (rather than the incoming el').
dependence on the azimuthal angles.
azimuthal angles around the jet axis. The string effect will presumably result in a different
9. We now need to define azimuthal angles 45 and ¢' for each of the vectors u, u'. These are
possible sign. *°
and Ladinsky paper. It is equivalent to Artru‘s definition, except for a normalization and a
This is meant to be the same as the spatial part of the vector E in the Collins, Heppelmarm
(za)X u' = %§.
I I
wu M
P1 X P2 “ `
8. For each jet, define the normal to hadron plane by
about a Ge V, and should decrease once M and M' get larger.
M ' /Q —» 0. The Collins asymmetry should be most important when M and M' are below
variable. Its eject on the azimuthal correlation, defined below, should vanish as M /Q -• O,
function of M /Q and M '/Q. The string eject will be more important at large values of this
eject" from the string eject, it may be necessary to look at azimuthal asymmetries as a
The 4 variables 21, zz, M, and ry- are, of course, not independent. To distinguish the "Collins
, z
z+ z
(24),5 = Zépi - =i1>$_
zi + Z2
_ 12Pr · 11Pz TT -· '**"*"'*""'.
For each pair, define a transverse momentum, relative to the parent jet, by
(23)M '° = (1¤i+ z¤3)°
Mz = (pi +1¤z)'.
7. Define M and M' to be the invariant mass of the 2 leading hadrons for each of the jets:
C- 66
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from both p -» vrvr, the general form of the distribution is
and SMC). This would probe the angular momentum state of the pion pair. If the pair comes
be measured in jets of any kind (not only at LEP, but in deep inelastic scattering, e.g., EMC
rest frame, as a function of the polar angle 0, from the jet axis. This is a quantity that can
21. One important task is to measure the angular distribution of the pion pairs in their
than what is predicted by the Monte-Carlo.
reduced, say down to the p mass, the ¢ dependence of the form given by (26) should be larger
the Collins effect built-in, but they typically do have the string effect. When M and M' are
defined above with the prediction of standard Monte-Carlo programs. None of these have
effect. A minimum experimental program would be to compare the 4-particle correlation
20. Monte-Carlo calculations: These can be used to estimate the results of the string
as a diagnostic to separate the string and Collins effects.
19. Hence the division of the M and M' into ranges of large and small values will serve
scale—e.g., 1 GeV. (And similarly for M'.)
18. The Collins effect will be proportional to 1/M when M gets larger than some hadronic
approximation.
law correct.) That is, it will be small in a region where independent fragmentation is a good
17. The string eff`ect will be proportional to M/Q at small M. (I think I have the power
azimuthal angle.
or M' goes to 2m,, (i.e., py- —• 0 or p} —• 0, since then it will be impossible to define an
16. There will always be a kinematic zero in the azimuthal asymmetries when either M
case: axial couplings dominate at the Z.)
value will be a weighted average of these. (Note the reversal of sign from the electromagnetic
which is -0.74 and -0.35 for up-type and down·type quarks, respectively. The measured
9% + yi (28)
2Az = g;’.`:.i4.'
the value of the coefficient A Z is
and can only be measured if one separates the flavor of the jets. With one flavor of quark,
Here, we have ignored the forward-backward asymmetry, which produces a cos 0 dependence,
dC0S8d¢1d¢2 () 27<x1+cos + Z; gSlIl cos 1 ;. 20 AAA'°0 (¢—¢)
dd
15. On the Z, the corresponding result is
from the lowest order Feynman graphs.
different characteristics, including dependence on </J1 and 45; (I think!). This result comes
that the arbitrary choice in the labeling will not matter. The string effect will produce some
is zero at 0 = 0. Moreover, it is invariant under exchange of the labels of the two jets, so
depend on the experimental cuts.) Note that the formula gives a maximum at 0 = ur/2 and
equal to the same Hxed number, which is to be measured by experiment. (The number will
They depend on the fragmentation variables, but to a first approximation one could set them
and they are the desired coefficients for the transverse spin dependence of fragmentation.
The A; and Ag are the same as the A coefficients that Xavier defines (modulo normalization),
(26)oc 1 + cos! 0 + AIA; sin: 0cos(¢1 — 45;).
the cross section has the form:
14. For a purely electromagnetic process, i.e, off the Z peak, the angular dependence of
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that the Collins effect cannot exist at the p peak in the absence of p-continuum interference.
'Note that in the original version ofthe two-particle fragmentation paper, it was incorrectly stated
private communication). It should also be possible to do the measurement at LEP.
and it appears that they will do the analysis within a matter of weeks or months (J. Morfin,
22. This last measurement has been suggested to the E665 muon experiment at Fermilab,
uwere close to sinz 0,` or to cos! 9,,, then the Collins effect would be small.
would give the Collins effect. If it happened that the angular distribution of the two pions
helicity 0 and :1:1. Only then can one get the off-diagonal terms in the density matrix that
for a large analyzing power is that the state should contain substantial amounts of both
state. A deviation from this form would be indicative of interference effects. A prerequisite
where fo and fl are the fractions of the mesons that are produced in helicity O and helicity :h1
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from these data (fig.28; the curvature of the target thickness curve is due to a change
during the physics runs confirmed within 10% the target thickness values obtained
measured with a compression gauge before installation. The luminosity measurements
UA6-target, proposed in 1978 and constructed in 1980. At the time, the intensity was
The HELP cluster target will be designed using our experience gained with the
the environment of a high energy storage ring can be achieved.
stages, a target beam with very sharp edges and low background compatible with
With a skimmer and two or more diaphragms separating difl`erentia.l pumping
density therefore decreases as the square of the distance from this point.
tically straight, with a virtual origin a few mm upstream of the nozzle exit; the
Due to their large mass compared to the background gas, the clusters move prac
gas input) depending on nozzle shape and temperature.
above a threshold (begin of clusterization), with an efiiciency (flux density/total
Hux density (molecules..sterad‘l.sec'1) rises almost linearly with gas throughput
Under suitable conditions (nozzle shape, nozzle temperature, pressure ratio) the
The essential features of such beams are:
gases (N2, Ar etc.) have been used for nuclear physics experiments.
MILAB ([33]) and others. Most of these targets use hydrogen as target gas, heavier
[31]), CERN-ISR ([32]), CERN·LEAR ([33]), CELSIUS ([34]), ADONE ([35]), FER
built and used in accelerators and storage rings: SATURN ([30]), CERN·SPS (UA6,
the application as internal gas target have been realized. Several targets have been
Since about 1975, the advantages of such a beam compared to supersonic beams for
to 105 molecules). The effect has been first observed by a group at Karlsruhe [29].
uration conditions and eventually condense partially to clusters (micro·dr0plets of up
Gas expanding from a nozzle cooled to a sumciently low temperature will reach sat
D.1 The Cluster Target
the methods to produce these beams and their expected performance.
gen cluster beam and a polarized atomic hydrogen beam. The present note discusses
The HELP experiment plans to use two types of jet targets: an unpolarized hydr0·
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mm150distance nozzle/target point (UA6: 250 mm) OCR Output
gas flow molecules/s5.2 · 1018
thickness (as UA6)4 · 10** atoms/cm°
mmdiameter (UA6:3 x 8mm)
cluster beam density 1015 atoms / c·m.°
mba1·.l/secgas input to fourth stage (LEP) < 2 X 10'
gas input to third stage mbarl/sec10'°
0.25gas input to second stage mba.r.l/sec
21total gas input mbar.l/sec
28nozzle temperature
mm0.1nozzle diameter
Table 1: Parameters of HELP-cluster target
and by a slightly higher gas input.
The higher jet density required is achieved by the smaller distance nozzle/LEP-beam
round skimmers are easier to make and the valve to the LEP vacuum can be very small).
is smaller (a shorter target is an advantage for beam energy measurements, moreover,
to the UA6·target, the target thickness is the same, but the size in beam direction
The following table 1 lists some important parameters of the new target. Compared
the lifetime of the experiment.
no run time was lost for the large collider experiments due to a target problem during
input for the UA6-target
Figure 28: Particle flux density and target thickness (dotted curve) as function of gas
(10molecules/sl2°
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The target performance was very reliable and relatively straightforward. In particular,
of cluster velocity with gas throughput).
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intensity etc.).
magnet system (total gas input, dissociation degree, velocity distribution, forward
• Experimental determination or estimate of the properties of the beam entering the
• Basic choice of geometry, nozzle temperature, magnet technology.
following procedure has given very reliable results:
The performance of an atomic beam can not be calculated in a closed form, but the
D.3 Atomic beam performance
Figure 29: Schematic layout of a polarized atomic hydrogen beam source
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in the beam (ti. , t-) and on the density of background gas as seen by the detectors
The effective target polarization depends on the density of wanted and unwanted states
beam and w the dimension perpendicular to it (width).
intensity (atoms / sec), l the section of the target beam in the direction of the accelerator
with Z the target density weighted with the accelerator beam profile, I the target beam
w x l x ii
T = — I ¤—-L-· I P X X
polarization P. For a single passage beam,
The performance of such a jet is described in terms of target thickness (density) T and
jet/beam crossing defines the direction of the target polarization.
between certain hyperfine states (’RF—transitions). A holding field in the region of
of electron-polarized atoms, nuclear polarization is achieved by inducing transitions
onto the target region, depending on their thermal velocity. This produces a beam
with mj = +% perform oscillations around the magnet axis and are partially focussed
by the higher fields near the poles and are pumped away. Atoms in the two states
Out of the four hyperfine states, the two with electron spin mj = —§ are attracted
skimmer combination into the vacuum and enter the selection magnets (sextupoles).
less discharge (’dissociator’). The atom/molecule mixture expands through a nozzle
is shown in Figure 29. Molecular hydrogen is partially dissociated in an electrode
polarized ion sources, essentially for hydrogen and deuterium [36]. The basic layout
fields (Stern·Gerlach method) have been used since about 1956 as input stages for
Polarized atomic beams, based on the selection/ focussing of atoms in inhomogeneous
D.2 The polarized atomic beam target.
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dissociation degrees up to or = 65% have been achieved.
adsorbed gas layers predominates [42]. For high throughput (a few mbar.l/s),
or Quartz, as for the nozzle, at temperatures below about 80K the influence of
rial and on surface temperature. The discharge vessel usually is made of Pyrex
recombination can be neglected. Surface recombination depends on wall mate
• Dissociation works best in a pressure region below a few mbar, where volume
cessible to optimization:
Several effects are important here, mostly only experimentally known and hardly ac
D.3.2 Atomic beam production
potentially more favourable atom optical properties.
geometry of a flat beam. We are investigating other focussing magnets [43],[44] with
A multipole system with its cylindrical symmetry may not be the best choice for the
we plan to use a slit nozzle.
sextupole system creates an image of the nozzle (at least for limited velocity regions),
limited mainly by its influence on the resolution of the particle detectors. Since the
in the direction of the accelerator beam (”target length") may be substantially larger,
of the target beam is determined by the size of the accelerator beam, the dimension
of ionizers, a target beam may have a rectangular cross section. The (useful) width
While atomic beams for ion sources produce round beams, adapted to the acceptance
reduced phase space density and increased attenuation by background gas).
on dissociation degree and scattering processes [reduction of forward intensity due to
40K should give the optimal density for a DC·beam, taking into account the influence
beam velocity. Several studies [45], [41] have shown that a nozzle temperature of about
density for a given intensity, suggests a cooling of the nozzle in order to reduce the
The dependence of acceptance on atom velocity, enhanced by a further factor 1/5 in
increase the system acceptance [40].
[38], [39]. We plan to use superconducting sextupoles with B, M 4T in order to further
[37]. Recently, systems have been designed using permanent magnets with B, z 1.5T
Typically, atomic beams for ion sources use magnets limited by saturation to B, z 1T
A or
the mean atom velocity 5:
The acceptance of a multipole atom optical system depends on the poletip field B, and
D.3.1 Basic choice of geometry etc.
uation by background gas depends on the geometry of the magnets.
Some iteration is usually necessary; for instance, the gas density responsible for atten
• Correction of the result for scattering by background gas.
• Optimization of optics by a ray tracing program.
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values including fringing fields (calculated with the 3d-program TOSCA).
The system described in table 2 has been optimized taking into account realistic field
viding space for RF-transitions between magnets.
of deuterium, more freedom in the choice of the hyperfine state mixture [51] ) by pro
nets [50] and allows the production of single state hydrogen beam [52] (or, in the case
effective acceptance (’achromatic’ system) [40], reduces the pressure bump in the mag
It is an advantage to divide the magnet in two or more sections. This improves the
distribution.
when properly weighting each trajectory according to phase space density and velocity
sion of fringing fields and other multipoles, and directly gives intensity and density
calculate numerically trajectories in a given field. This allows straightforward inclu
may be treated by acceptance diagram methods [49]. A more flexible method is to
It can be shown that a system of sextupoles constitutes a linear optical system, which
F = -[L,jj.g7‘G.d[B[.
the effective magnetic moment pd; is
This is the most straightforward part of the design process. The force on a. atom with
D.3.3 Atom optics
been used for the atom optics optimization.
angular distribution o< c0s"19 with n between 3 and 5 [48],[41], [57]. These values have
velocity v,,,p z 1100m/s and a full width at half maximum Sv z 60(lm/s, and an
40K, the atomic beam may be described by a velocity distribution with most probable
It has been determined that for this gas input and for a nozzle temperature around
We expect to work with a gas input Q between 3 and 4 mbar.l/s.
cesses (the background density is essentially proportional to the total gas input).
The choice of gas input is determined by dissociation degree and scattering pro
ification of velocity distribution) [53].
partially dissociated beam (preferential scattering of the lighter component, mod
Further complications arise from interaction between atoms and molecules in the
ground gas.
called ”intrabeam-scattering”) is not clearly separable from scattering on back
sity decreases with decreasing nozzle temperature. This effect (not quite correctly
Due to change of scattering cross sections with particle velocity the forward inten
suffer from lack of precise values for scattering cross sections [47].
quantitative results at best ([46], [45]), direct simulation Monte Carlo calculations
exists. Interpolation between laminar and molecular How descriptions give semi
regime with 0.1 < K n < 1 (Kn: Knudsen number), where no satisfactory theory
of a supersonic beam can not be fulfilled. The expansion proceeds in a flow
Duc to thc limitation in dissociator pressure, the conditions for the production
D‘ 73
4 X 50mm OCR Outputtarget size
(per incoming atom in one state) 2.6 · 10"2at0m.s/s
particle flux
(per incoming atom in one state) 3 · 10'7at0ms/cmg
target thickness T,






410mmdistance magnet A / magnet B






most probable velocity 1100m/s
Velocity distribution
70mmdistance to magnet A
size 2 X 15mm
Nozzle
Table 2: Atom optical system of polarized gas target
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Pdf = P,(BH) X S X Db X Rb, = 0.90
I = 2 · Q·a · gi- -I, ·Ab, = (1. zl;0.2) · 1018atoms/s
T = 2 · Q · or · ; · Tb · Ab, = (1.1 i 0.2)- 10l3atom.s/cm2
Pdf:
with two out of four states for target thickness T, intensity I and effective polarization
By combining the estimated, measured and calculated values mentioned above, we get
D.3.6 Target performance estimate
ing a background pressure of 5 · 10'7mbar.
The dilution factor due to the unpolarized background Rb, as 0.95 is estimated assum
realistic bunch shape, a value of S > 0.98 has been calculated [56].
target. It is therefore sufficient to take into account only the effect of one bunch. For
of about 1 1nm and a bunch to bunch distance of > 10ps, each bunch meets a ”fresh”
the velocity of about 1000m/s = 1mm/ps in conjunction with the vertical beam size
It is one of the most interesting features of a. free gas jet target in LEP, that due to
Db is the depolarization of the target due to the passage of the accelerator bunches.
of PtF·transitions. We assume S z 0.99.
S takes into account the incomplete elimination of unwanted states and the efficiency
states in a field of 0.15 T, Pb = 0.975.
P, is the polarization of the hyperfine states in the holding field BH. For two hydrogen
Pdf = P,,(BH) X S X Db X Rb,
The effective target polarization can be represented
D.3.5 Effective polarization
factor Ab, = 0.7.
methods [41]. For the target geometry described above we estimate an attenuation
magnets can only be determined experimentally [50] or calculated by Monte Carlo
from pumping speeds, the more important pressure bump due to particles lost inside
While the average density in the regions between the magnets can easily be calculated
to change of scattering cross sections and partially due to gas kinematic effects [54].
along the beam and the ratio of the beam and background gas velocities, partially due
background gas is described by the mean free path Xbg, depending on the gas density
where f(Q,TN) describes the processes near the nozzle, while the attenuation due to
I = f(Q»T~)-¢XP(·L/Asa)
focussing action of the optical system) has the form [55]
The intensity of the atomic beam as a function of total gas input Q (neglecting the
D.3.4 Correction for background scattering
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thickness substantially higher than the one expected from the present project.
ability can be expected for our target beam. Ongoing studies may lead to a. target
Polarized ion sources routinely run for periods of several months, a comparable reli
to improved design methods, the performance may be predicted with good confidence.
The polarized target requires a more important step from existing technology, but due
reliable.
Its performance can be predicted with good precision and its operation will be very
The cluster jet target is a rather straightforward improved version of the UA6-target.
D.3.8 Conclusion
aperture RF-transition units [58]
Other preparatory studies concern the atomic beam properties [41] ,[57] and the large
machine built for this purpose are on the way at the University of Ferrara.
». have profited from advice from the AT magnet group. Winding tests using a winding
TOSCA. For the mechanical design and the choice of the superconducting wire we
The field of the sextupoles has been studied with the help of the 3d·magnet program
assures a high pressure gradient in spite of the large apertures of the magnets.
fig.30. A high capacity pumping system using turbomolecular pumps and cryo pumps
Most of the essential aspects of the target have been studied. A layout study is shown in
D.3.7 State of the project
may be achieveable.
and/ or using a different focusing scheme, a target thickness of up to 3 · 10“atom.s/cmz
maximum. By improving the atom economy (better dissociation, higher gas input)
values achieved up to now. It follows from the discussion, that this is not an absolute
The expected values for T and I are about one order of magnitude higher than the
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Figure 3: Polarized jet target layout study.
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circuits with a pressure drop of about 10 bar.
cooling water flow required for AT z 30°C is 49 m3/h and is subdivided in 42 parallel
at 5000 A 1.7 MW power. The induction field in the useful volume is: 0.7 Tesla. The
winding ohmic resistance in normal operation (average T z 35°C) is 0.068 Q, requiring
Its cross section is 28 · 25 mm2 with a 10 mm diameter hole for cooling water. The
these elements (see fig. 32). The winding is made by hollow OFHC copper conductor.
cakes. The number of turns per element is 16. The insulation to ground is done around
The winding wil be subdivided in 21 elements, constituted each one by 2 double pan
E.2 The winding
A and the produced flux lines.
longitudinal position. The figure 31 shows a longitudinal cross section of the magnet
rings, 7.5 (or 5.5) cm thick will ensure the continuity of the yoke at the tracking planes
divided in rings to cope with the winding structure. Furthermore 6 (or 8) separation
(or coils) each one 12.2 cm thick. The iron cylindrical return yoke will be also sub
ber (336) actually permits to subdivide the winding in 21 ring-shaped equal elements
modularity of the winding is then imposing the choice of the turns number. This num
the coil and the iron thickness (coil thickness = 11 cm, iron thickness = 21 cm). The
Gauss (which implies a B in the iron not higher than 15 kGauss), define completely
(fixed external and internal diameter) and the need to keep the stray field below 20
MW (2 - 2500 A, 350 V). The available power together with the geometry constraints
The magnet will be powered by two power supplies providing a maximum power of 1.75
in any substantial way as shown in fig. 31
show that spacings of about 6 cm between the pancakes groups do not affect the field
ing ports in the iron shell for output of data connections. The POISSON calculations
tracking detectors between them. These detectors are scintillating fibres planes requir
,_ cakes forming the winding are grouped in six parts in order to allow the interleaving of
The preliminary design was done with the help of a 2D program (POISSON). The pan
E.1 Spectrometer layout
internal useful diameter of 2 m.
diameter must not exceed 2.7 m. The solenoid will have a useful length of 3 m and an
tunnel, c.f fig. 33. Taking into account the constraints existing there, its overall
emitted from the target at lower angles. The spectrometer II must fit into the LEP
former UA6 magnet), which will permit to analyze, beside decay particles, particles
300 mrad. It will be located between the target and a second spectrometer, called I (the
The HELP spectrometer II is a solenoid covering production angles between 100 and
E The Solenoid
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will be needed for mounting the magnet in situ and its commissioning.
struction time can be estimated between 12 and 14 months and two further months
ings, and at least an equivalent amount of time for the tender procedure. The con
Two-three months are considered necessary for the execution of the construction draw
E.6 Schedule
support and auxiliary equipment cost: about 100 kCHF
winding cost: 375 kCHF
yoke cost: 350 kCHF
Therefore:
composed by many equal elements, the estimated unitary price is: 30 CHF/kg.
unitary iron price is supposed to be: 7 CHF/kg. For the copper winding which is
The iron structure implies a considerable amount of machining work. For that the
The total conductor weight is about 12.5 tons.
The total iron weight is about 50 tons.
E.5 Preliminary cost estimates
more sectors.
each one of the end caps has a weight of about 8.5 tons, but they will be split in 2 or
0.7 tons, while the alternative 75 mm iron rings might weight 0.96 tons each. Finally
and the iron ring will be about 2.15 tons, and the 55 mm iron rings will weight only
magnet components. Actually the weight of a single section including the pancakes
No major difficulties have been found, due to the limited weight of the individual
The problem of the installation of the magnet in the LEP tunnel has been investigated.
E.4 Transport in the LEP tunnel
the pancake will be radially thicker.
correspondance of this opening, the electrical connection will be located and therefore
will be provided laterally in the rings to permit the entrance of the cooling pipes. In
supporting the pancakes and with clamps to fix them; furthermore an adequate opening
The iron rings corresponding to the winding elements will be equipped with pads
of the setup.
supports carried by wheels chariots. The chariots will permit longitudinal movement
will be bolted to the rings and to the end caps. These beams are resting on adjustable
Conical plugs will ensure the relative rings position; furthermore longitudinal beams
introduction or extraction of the detectors.
thick rings which will be done in sectors and will be partially dismantled to permit the
subdivided in rings. Windows for the detectors output are provided in the 7.5 (5.5) cm
As shown in figure 31 the yoke is constitued by two flat end caps, and a cylindrical shell
E.3 The iron yoke
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shown, the unit radial thickness is 109 mm.
Figure 32: Conductors pattern for one winding unit. The dimensions are in mm. As
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coils and around the axis at the spectrometer entrance and exit.
drical coordinates are used) is practically homogeneus beside areas very close to the
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Figure 33: Schematic spectrometer location in the HELP tunnel
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Spectrometer Magnet in the SPS
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F The UA6 magnet
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below tolerable SPS limits.
higher order components of the field transverse distribution must be kept
the low energy SPS beam with their remanent field pattern. Furthermore,
When switched off, the magnets must be demagnetized not to disturb
in mind.
Therefore, field compensation must be designed with the lowest SPS energy
constant on their nominal field values during the SPS energy cycle.
fixed target mode, however, the magnet fields will have to be kept
its nominal field value together with the compensators. When running in
ppbar mode, it will be switched on and slowly raised during the store to
AO0 GeV. The spectrometer magnet cannot be rapidly pulsed. Therefore, in
as during fixed target periods, where the SPS is cycled between 10 and
UA6 is planning to run their experiment during ppbar storage as well
(See Fig. l).
placed at the upstream and downstream end of the medium straight section.
compensation is needed. This is done with two small vertical dipoles
deflection which is more than can be tolerated and therefore local
At SPS injection energy this field would give the beam a 2 mrad vertical
the centre of the beam pipe has been estimatedto be JBd2 g 660 Gm.
z)
mirror plates are added on both ends. The remaining residual field along
cobalt-iron. To reduce stray field of the magnet seen by the SPS beam
meter of this shield, where the flux density is highest is made of
central piece, extending over the total coil length. The front first
The SPS vacuum pipe is shielded from the magnetic field by an iron
vertical bending strength in each of the magnet gaps is 2 Tm.
and covers a polar angular acceptance from 20 to 100 mrad in each arm. The
long vertical double-arm spectrometer magnet points to a gas-jet target
schematic layout of the experiment is shown in Fig. l. The two meter
medium straight section upstream of intersection point S (LSS5`>. A
The UA6 experiment is installed in the SPS ring inside the
1)
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At z e L 4.6 m the stray field is down to zero.
downstream side: {Bd! (z = + 16 mm ... + 4613 mm)
+4.6
-4.6
upstream side: {Bd! (z = — 4581 mm ... + 16 m )
was necessary to measure the field integral in 2 steps:
beyond the magnetic shielding plate at each end of the magnet it
integral. In order to cover the total field which stretches far
Fig. 13. A 4.6 m long coil was used to measure the field
the residual field along the z—axis (= beam axis) can be seen in
been done, is shown in Fig. 2. The approximate distribution of
The coordinate system used in which all the measurements have
2.1 UA6 Spectrometer Magnet
2 . PLAGN.EIIC-LKASlREZiE!!IS
compensation magnets are described in a separate note
3)
The power supplies for the spectrometer and the two
part 3.
of this paper, an analysis of the field compensation is given in
Results of the magnetic measurements are described in part 2
procedure.
function of the excitation current and must be known for the compensation
piece, the longtidutinal magnetic centre of the residual field is a strong
of the spectrometer magnet. due to the varying height of the iron central
excitation curves and transverse field profile measurements. In the case
the three magnets has been set up including the demagnetization procedure,
According to these conditions a program of magnetic measurements of
- 3
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]B_dl : 0.19 * l0-° Tm could be measured.
In the demagnetized magnet a horizontal component of
residual vertical field [Bud! is within 1 0,1 * l0Tm.
dem -3
After demagnetizing with the current I= -30A the
different demagnetization current would be required.
be -2.10 ' Tm instead of only - 0.3 . 10 ' Tm and a completely
ramp of successive SOA steps for example the remanent field would
time constant). If I = 0 would be approached slowly imposing a
2500 + O transition is a fast one (dI/dt only limited by magnet
top of the spectrometer. The only "timing condition" is that the
Positive current polarity corresponds to a North pole on
; I_ + + 250OA + 0 + -30 A + 0
polarity) it consists of the same current cycle:
Starting from any current I_ (positive or negative
current a demagnetization cycle, as shown in Fig. 3 was driven.
Before measuring the residual field as a function of the
2.1.1 emaxnetizatim
_A I 6
the total field integral I Bd! would be 1.2% higher.
+4.6
Without this frame
chamber support was plsced st the downstream side of the magnet.
corresponding to the steel structure of the adjacent UA6 wire
During the measurements s ferro-magnetic steel frame
- 3
r-XL
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The difference V= I I Bd£(-I)I - I I Bdl(+I)I
same demagnetization cycle.
positive and negative currents, both measurements preceded by the
A comparison was made between the field integrals at
IBdl value which is 3% lower.
one step instead of using the ramp would result in a
successive SOA -steps. Setting a current of 1500 A directly in
is always set with the same speed, in our case given by a ramp of
This hysteresis difference imposes also that the current
normal magnet gap.
that IBd1Insc > I Bdtldesc for I > 0 unlike to a
correctly on the ascending part of the curve. It should be noted
It is therefore essential to ensure that the current is set
-4.6
much has to be expected for the total field integral I Bd!.
+4.6
It reaches rather high values 1.5 * lO`“ Tm at 700A and about twice as
} -4.6 asc -4.6 descThe difference Vh = IBdl' — [Bd!is shown in Fig. 5.
side of the magnet.
part of the hysteresis curve had been measured on the upstream
To indicate the hysteresis difference the descending
current progressively by steps of SOA.
after demagnetization and increasing the (positive or negative)
ascending part of the hysteresis curve, i.e. starting at I • OA
as a function of the current. The measurements were done on the
Fig. 4 and Table 1 show the residual field IB_dl
Egg.:




grows faster with increasing current than the downstream
—4|6
As can be seen in Fig. 4 the upstream half—integral I Bd!
2.1.4 Longitudinal magnetic center zo = ffl}
Bx
dl. S 0.5 T/msextupole : I
2 a
quadrupole : I gg dl S 5 * IO " T
2500 A curve are:from a fit to the
Upper limits for multipole field components obtained
-4.6 -4.6
The total variation I I B(x)dl - I B(o)d1] is given in Fig. 6.
+4.6 +4.6
at different x — positions for three different currents.
The upstream and downstream field integral was measured
-4.6
2.1.3 Radial field distribution f§x) = I Bgxldl
+4.6
For the measuring accuracy see chapter 2.3.
in column (4) of Table l.
*406
polaritiea an average I Bdt($I) was calculated which ia given
+4.6
In order to uae the same excitation curve for both current
magnet).
the whole current range (measured at the upstream aide cf the
is also shown in Pig. 5. It does not exceed 0.2 * 10" Tm over
- 5
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(ii) a negative current Ines
z In + + 120 A + 0 + Idem = -24.5 A + 0 + Iva,
pos
(i) a positive current I
Required demagnetization cycle beforg setting
depends on the polarity of the current to be set:
Contrary to the spectrometer the demagnetization cycle
2.2.1 DemaAnetiZ4ti0n
z = + 750 m . At z = ; 750 m the field is down to zero.
measuring the total field integral between z = — 750 mm and
Measurements were carried out with a 1.5 m long coil
longitudinal center of the compensator.
defined as for the spectrometer. z = 0 corresponds to the
the spectrometer can be seen in Fig. 2. x and y coordinates are
The position of the compensator magnets with respect to
2.2 Compcnsatorumnsnsb
shaded area indicated in Fig. 7.
z_ with respect to the measured values which is within the
field value between zo and z · 4.6 m. This causes a deviation of
between z_ and z = z_ + 4.6m, instead of the slightly larger
into the magnet (z_ < 0) it covers only the field integral
currents a slight correction is required: since the coil is moved
Measuring precision: ; S mm for I < 1200 A. For higher
the total integral. The results are shown in Fig. 7.
until for each current a signal was found corresponding to 50% of
positioned in the downstream part of the magnet was displaced
In order to find the magnetic center z_(I> the coil
- g
·-;‘h*·'¤¢•I¤\`¤I'•9`•g»l£•l•\i¤•’a•¢¤v·l•'¢!d·¤?•¤n•·;`•»·· `·-•·•.~• up . ,, . ..•-. ,... .
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downstream compensator for negative and positive currents.
Table 2 gives the {Bd!-values of the upstream and
2.2.2 Excitation curve |Bd1 =
0.3 * l0_° Tm higher.
of successive SA-steps causes the remanent field to be
limited by magnet time constant). Approaching I = 0 with a ramp
The transition 120 A + 0 should be fast (dI/dt only
magnet is within t 0.05 * 10 ' Tm.
demagnetizing with this value the residual field integral in each
dem
value Ill = 24.5 A can be used for all cases. After
the two polarities is so small that with sufficient accuracy the
dem
The variation in lll for the two magnets and
demagnetization (see Fig. 9).
rem
corresponds roughly to the value of IBdl|at I = 0 before
smaller than the values given in Table 2. This difference
I = 0 would lead to ]Bd!—values which are about l * 10-“ Tm
the hysteresis caused by inversing the field increment polarity at
demagnetized with Idem = -24.5 A instead of + Idem = + 24.5 A
If a new current I < 0 is set after the magnet has been
[B(o) - B (+Idcm)] are negative.
increments at I = 0 , e.g. both increments [B<Ineg) — B(o)] and
new current value without inversing the polarity of the field
In both cases after demagnetization one proceeds to the
demagnetization current.
rem
the remanent field IBd1|as a function of the
Figures 8 and 9 show the two demagnetization cycles and
t In + - 120 A + 0 * Idea z + 24.5 A + 0 + Inee.
- 7
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into account.
the strongly varying longitudinal field distribution was taken
times number of turns) was evaluated. For the spectrometer magnet
For each coil the coil constant W (= width between conductors
measured by an integrating DVM: Iudt = 2 * w * IBd1.
180° around its longitudinal axis and the induced voltage was
To measure the field integrals IBdl a coil was flipped by
2.3 Coil calibration and measuring accutac
2 Bx
sextupole : I dl g 0.2 I/m.is
—. quadrupole : I 5; dt < 1 * 10 I
BB
multipole field components from a fit to the curves are:
compensators for three different currents. Upper limits of
Figure ll shows the radial field distribution of both
2.2.3 !L¤QaL<1§J;im:ion f<x)= IB(x)d9.
measurements is shown in Fig. 10.
The final excitation curve, the average of all four
overshoot.
progressively by steps of 5 A, thereby avoiding any current
ascending part of the hysteresis curve increasing the current
For both polarities the measurements were done on the
z 0.1 ¤ 10`° rm.
compensator: and for both current polarities agree to within
compensating the spectrometer field, the values for both
For currents up to 40 A, the range required for
- g
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s ¤nU¤§ p* U= 1.1944 m * turns.
was evaluated by this method to
The weighted overall coil constant for the spectrometer
contribution outside the five calibrated parts.
l s
coil is given in Fig. 13 ; where pand pinclude the field
over the upstream and downstream field seen by each part of the
The relative fraction pn of the total signal averaged
the spectrometer field directly to the compensator field.
part Un was calibrated in the compensator magnet, thus comparing
each as indicated in Fig. 13. The average coil constant of each
main field contribution was subdivided into five parts of 560 m
distribution. The portion of the 4.5 m long coil which covers the
evaluated taking into account this longitudinal field
the z—axis (Fig. 13). Therefore a weighted coil constant was
The residual spectrometer field varies strongly along
2.3.2 4.6 m — coil (Spectrometer
with an absolute precision of : t 1 * l0`°.
wc = 1,000 62 * U » 0,8229 m * turns
effective length of the compensator was evaluated to
the average coil constant over the 560 mm corresponding to the
displacing the coil in a short permanent magnet. (Fig. l2>.Thus
The local variation·of the coil width was measured by
known homogeneous dipole field: U ¤ 0.8224 m * turns.
The average coil width Q over 1.5 m was determined in a
2.3.1 1.5 m - coil {Compensator magne
- g
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652 g 1 0.2 * 10 ' Tm
+/- polarities is
The error from using the average field for
n
aS z / 2 <o.1 =· 10-3 rm + 1 =· 10-3 {acm
is
The absolute measuring error for the spectrometer magnet
écz ; t 0.08 * 10 ' Tm
(0...4OA) it is smaller than
compensators and +/- polarity. Within the range of interest
is used instead of the individual values for upstream/downstream
cz
An additional error éoccurs if the average value
el
Gg t (0.1 * 10`° Tm + 1 * 10-° ]Bdl>
error for the compensator magnets is thus
better than 2 0.1 * l0_° Tm. The total absolute measuring
The reproducibility of each single measurement was
2.3.3 Measuring accurac
coil constant is : t 1 * 10




Clearly, compensation of the UA6 spectrometer residual
max. t 0.1 m.
corresponding to a closed orbit amplitude fluctuation of
'J (IBd£)ripp1e S 10 * P (Tm)
has to be placed on field ripple
s)
At storage energy an additional much tighter tolerance
where P is the SPS energy in GeV/c.
[Bd1UA6 S 1.10 * P (Tm)
residual dipole field of
energies one defines an upper limit of the uncompensated UA6
maximum closed orbit amplitude to be less than l mm at all
closed orbit deviation of 1 m at injection. By requiring the
at the position of the UA6 spectrometer will produce a maximum
A residual (non-compensated) dipole field of l0`“ Tm
_ sextupole . IE;7 dl S 1 I/m
a’n
quadrupole : jg? dl S 2 * 10—‘ T
dipole [Bd! S l0—° Tm
injection energy have been defined by the SPS" to
The maximum stray field components that can be tolerated at
3.1 SPS tolerances in stray fields
3. EIELD g0gQBNSATION ;N ;H§ ${8
- 1;
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ul ¤ uz = -1/2 cc and 11 = 22
As the two cornpensators are powered in series this reduces to




where the deflections ei and the distances are defined below:
ul ll = cz 12
nl + no + az ¤ 0
following conditions must be fulfilled:
spectrometer maget with two local compensation magnets the




upstream with increasing excitation current.
furthermore, because the magnetic center of this magnet is moving
completely symmetrically about the spectrometer magnet and
cannot be held exactly, because the two compensators are not placed
12The second of the two compensating conditions, 1.: 1,
para. 2.3.2).
magnet measuring coil parameters could be related to each other (see
while the second term contains the uncertainty to which the two
(2 compensators + 2 half spectrometers) employed for each setting,
reproducibility limit of the four magnetic field measurements
Here the first and dominating term represents the
UA6686 S (/Z * 0.1 * lO`° + l.l0`° jBd2) = 2.6 * l0`q Tm
uncertainty in the field measurements is
The maximum error in the field matching resulting from the
compensation magnets.
error is completely dominated by the current setting error for the
(maximum) slope of the excitation curves of Figs. 4 and 10. This
applying the bit-accuracy of the two power suppliesto the
s)
681 g /(26Bc°mp )° + (6BUA6)° = 3.2 * 10 ` Tm
maximum absolute error due to current setting is
current settings and the uncertainty in the field measurements. The
Errors in the field matching stem from two sources, the error in the
of the spectrometer magnet (Fig. 4) at all spectrometer currents.
the compensator magnet (Fig. 10) must be matched with -1/2 * [Bd!




the required tolerance of (IBdlS l0`“ * P(Tm).
three magnets due to their ripple amplitudes is much smaller than
supply (R11) is < t 0.5 mA. The total field fluctuations on the
supply (R3l) is < z S mA, the ripple of the compensation power
The maximum current ripple of the spectrometer magnet power
. 3.3. Field ripple
6)
the tolerance be exceeded by about 30% at the l0 GeV injection level.
mode when running the UA6 spectrometer at currents above 1000 A would
This stays well below the required tolerance. Only in fixed target
{Edt e (t 3.2 t 2.6 + 7.5) l0—` Tm.
adding the three components linearly is
The total amount of dipole field left uncompensated when
currents.
for currents above 1000 A and rapidly falling values for smaller
This is plotted in Fig. 14. One finds about 7.5 * 10 ` Tm
un [1 - 2 {1ss,<1> = - sm··· %i’ §-*-Q
mismatch. expressed as a field error in the UA6 magnet is:
current. The error in the field compensation, due to this
of the spectrometer magnet, becomes a function of the excitation
geometrical mid-point of the compensator: and the magnetic center
the compensation mismatch dl. i.e. the distance between the
excitation current, according to the measured pattern of Fig. 7,
As the magnetic center changes longitudinally as a function of the
z = -552 mm, i.e. about half a meter upstream of the yoke centre.
geometrical mid-point of the two compensator magnets falls at
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max residual field [Bd!
Bx
0.s rm 0.2 rmI E ua.z L
5 * 10 ' I 1 * 10 'IJ gg dt
max. multiple components
after demagnetisation
1 1 * 10** Tm 2 0.5 * 10" Tmmax. remanent [Bd!
40 A2500 A
[Bd! at nominal current 52 * 10" Tm 26 * lO" Tm
Field component UA6 spectrometer | Compensator (one)
A summary of relevant magnet data is given in the table below.
achieved with sufficient precision.
within tolerances required by the SPS and that compensation can be
compensators have shown that the magnetic field qualities are
Magnetic field measurements of the spectrometer magnets and
additional local magnets.
high and must therefore be compensated in the SPS ring by
seen by the SPS beam, although carefully shielded. is still too
The residual vertical field of the UA6 spectrometer magnet
4. cc.n.¢.1.u
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6. J.L. Perinet-Harquct, private communication.
5. L. Burnod, private communication.
C. Bovet CERN/SPSC/81-9.
4. Installation of the gas jet target (Pl48) in the SPS.
3. J.L. Perinct-Harquet SPS/EPO/23.3.1983.
2. J.B. Jeanneret, private communication.
The UA6 Collaboration SPSC/80-63.
ppbar reactions at fs ¤ 22.5 GeV using an internal jet target at the SPS.
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tracker design, its optoelectronic readout and test beam results are presented.
of particles. The physics motivation is explained, and the detector layout, the
detector is a scintillating fiber tracking system for precise track reconstruction
detector to search for (uu — v,)·oscillati0ns. An essential component of the
The CERN WA95 / CHORUS Collaboration has been constructing a hybrid
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scanned in the emulsion by one order of magnitude.
u,N event candidates and a significant reduction of the number of events to be
and the muon spectrometer, this setup allows an efiicient kinematical selection of
emulsion as well as ageing of the scintillating fibers. Together with the calorimeter
magnet will be placed in a "cold box" at 5°C', to reduce fading of tracks in the
three hexagonal fiber trackers. The emulsion target, the tracker system and the
traversing the hexagonal-shaped magnet and their momentum are measured with
and liadrons, which is essential for background reduction. The tracks of the particles
four fiber trackers. The magnet tracker is used for the charge determination of muons
consists of two identical modules each containing two blocks of bulk emulsion and
The layout of the CHORUS Detector is shown in figures 3 and 4. The target region
2 The Layout of the CHORUS Detector
limit for sinz 2®,,, at large Am} will be improved by a factor of 16.
events) in two years beamtime. However, if there are no oscillations, the present
parameters, it should be possible to observe around 70 events (and 0.4 background
case (vp — u,)·oscillations would occur close to the present limit for the oscillation
The sensitivity of the CHORUS Experiment is displayed in figure 2. In the
(figure 1).
in the bulk emulsion from where the search for the decay kink is finally performed
level. Using computer assisted microscopes one can then find the primary vertex
keep the beam muon background in the regions to be scanned at an acceptable
serve as a tracker/emulsion interface, they will be replaced every three weeks to
Changeable emulsion sheets between the fiber arrays and the bulk emulsion blocks
scanned in the emulsion is determined with a system of scintillating fiber trackers.
For an event candidate with missing transverse momentum the region to be
decay vertex.
a target is essential in order to obtain the spatial resolution necessary to detect the
Because of the small lifetime of the r' (~ 3 · 1O"1°s) the use of nuclear emulsion as
trinos from the subsequent decay of the ·r‘ create a missing transverse momentum.
current reaction u,N -+ ·r‘X in a background of u,,·induced interactions. The neu
The search for (11,, - u,)·oscillations is based on the detection of the charged
taking will start in 1994.
the detector in the neutrino beam will be completed until the end of 1993, data
the CERN SPS Wideband Neutrino Beam The construction and first tests of
CERN is to search for neutrino oscillations in the v, —·> uy appearance channel in
experimental particle physics The objective of the CHORUS Experiment at
whether neutrinos have non-zero mass is one of the remaining great challenges in
The question whether neutrino flavours mix at some level and the related question
1 Physics Motivation and Concept
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unambiguously to the corresponding strip.
distortions caused by the optoelectronics and to relate each hit on the CCD surface
on the CCD surface is in the order of the pixel size, enough to overcome picture
strips are coupled to one optoelectronic chain. The distance of two of these strips
endface of each projection plane is subdivided into 20 subsequent substrips, 16
of one projection including the corresponding planes turned by i120mrad. The
coupling of the fiber ribbons to the chains is displayed in figure 8 for all planes
For the readout of all hodoscopes 58 optoelectronic chains are needed. The
can readout two events per burst.
terburst interval of the neutrino beam, takes about ~ 20ms. Therefore the system
image to the memory zone is ~ 120ps, while the readout, performed during the in
ing gate in the image zone to provide a lps fast clear. The transfer time from the
The CCD sensor contains an image zone and a memory zone with an antibloom
to a ratio of ~ 4 pixels per fiber.
the total demagnification into account, the pixel size of 16pm x 23pm corresponds
with a demagnification of 25/11. The CCD itself contains 288 >< 550 pixels. Taking
40007 /7 before the picture is projected onto the CCD by a fourth image intensifier
MCP it is equipped with a fast phosphor P46. The MCP itself provides a gain of
between the first stage and the MCP. For a quick transmission of the signal to the
efficiency. Therefore a second image intensifier with a gain of ~ 107/7 is required
gained within 10;4s is too small to collect enough photons for a full usage of the MCP
emission is quite slow (90% light emitted after ~ 450ps), so the number of photons
crystal P 11 allows a photon gain of ~ 107/7 for the first stage. However, the light
of 100/25. The quantum efficiency of the photocathode is ~ 12%. The phosphor
provides a demagnification of the corresponding part of the track picture by a factor
intensifiers are of the electrostatically focussing type. The first image intensifier
by a CCD [5] as shown in figure 6. Except for the microchannel plate all image
The optoelectronic readout consists of chains of four image intensifiers [4] followed
4 The Optoelectronic Readout
of six paddles forming two projection planes.
planes with the same thickness. Each of the three hexagonal·shaped trackers consists
of the target tracker, the fibers have the same diameter and they form projection
The design of the optoelectronic readout of the magnet tracker is identical to that
far end of the ribbons is equipped with an aluminium·sputtered mirror.
both as a glue and an extramural absorber to avoid crosstalk between fibers. The
about 3.2mm. Each fiber layer is painted with a TiO;-based white paint which acts
length of 220cm, and a diameter of 500pm, the thickness of one projection plane is
seven layers of staggered scintillating plastic fibers (figure 7) The fibers have a
in order to be able to resolve track ambiguities. Each projection plane consists of
to each other, the second pair is turned with respect to the first one by :f:120m1·ad
structure. The two projections of each pair are turned by 90 degrees with respect
consists of two pairs of projection planes, separated by 10mm of honeycomb support
The bottom part of a target module is displayed in figure 5. Each of the four trackers
3 The Scintillating Fiber Trackers
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[5] Thomson TH7864 CCD sensor, Thomson, France.
many.
(DEP), The Netherlands; (25/25) MCP - Proxitronic Funk GmbH & Co., Ger
Japan; (25/25) and (25/ 11) electrostatic - Delft Electronische Producten
[4] Image intensifier suppliers: (100/25) electrostatic - Hamamatsu Photonics,
Kuraray SCSF38, Kuraray Co. Ltd., Japan.[3]
[2} N. Armenise et al.: CHORUS Proposal, CERN-SPSLC/90-42 (1990).
[1] K. Winter (Editor): Neutrino Physics, Cambridge University Press (1991).
References
time for one event.
fraction of tracks on the emulsion surface and consequently a minimum scanning
density, this is sumcient for a precise determination of the impact point of a certain
CHORUS hodoscopes which is about 540pm. Together with the value for the hit
track direction) in quadrature gives an estimate of the "two·track resolution" of the
the spot size in the readout direction (which will be perpendicular to the dominant
a FWHM of 350pm. Adding the full width half maxima for the track residual and
of the fiber. The distribution of the track residual is depicted in figure ll, showing
jectory and the dominant contribution is from the finite size (460pm inner diameter)
(Hgure 10). The “track residual” is the deviation ofthe hit from the best-fitted tra
415p.m in the readout direction of the CCD and 340pm in the transverse direction
intrinsic resolution of the optoelectronic readout chain. The measured FWHM is
caused by one photoelectron in the Hrst image intensifier stage), it is due to the
The "spot size" is the size of a single—multiplicity·cluster (i.e. a spot on the CCD
There are two aspects which deine the spatial resolution of the tracking system.
a mirror reflectivity greater than 80%.
length of the light is 750cm. Comparisons with measurements without mirror give
end (220cm. distance to the readout) is (5.3 i 0.3) hits per ribbon. The attenuation
of detectable hits per projection plane for tracks traversing the ribbons at the far
by the analysis software. The best·Htted trajectory is superimposed. The number
the same event after noise subtraction with the ribbons aligned and the hits located
four fiber ribbons equipped with mirror and one optoelectronic chain. Figure 9b is
the optoelectronjc chain. Figure 9a shows a track picture of a 5GeV-pion taken with
Many tests have been performed in order to optimize the properties of the fibers and
5 Test Results
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Figure 11 Residual of the subcluster coordinates with respect to the fitted track.
Figure 10 Spot size of multiplicity-1-clusters.
for each ribbon separately in order to correct some ribbon misalignment.
the Ht a correction shift transverse to the beam direction had to be done
Subcluster coordinates and Htted track after noise subtraction, before
responds to one pixel, the box size indicates the pixel pulse height; b)
Figure 9 Track picture: a) Raw data before application of any cuts, one box cor
Figure 8 Coupling of the target tracker planes to the optoelectronic chains.
Figure 7 Staggered arrangement of the fibers in a projection plane.
Figure 6 Design of the four-stage optoelectronic readout chain.
Figure 5 Layout of one of the two identical target modules.
Figure 4 Upstream part of the CHORUS Neutrino Detector.
spectrometer.
target and tracker, hexagonal magnet and tracker, calorimeter and muon
Figure 3 Side view of the CHORUS Neutrino Detector, consisting of emulsion
sin° 20,,, at large Am: will be improved by a factor of 16.
(1/,, -- u,)·osci11ations, if there are no oscillations the present limit for
Figure 2 90% confidence limits and sensitivity of the CHORUS Experiment to
sheets SS, CS1 and CS2 serve as a. tracker/emulsion interface.
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Presented by Jean·Louis Guyonnet at the First International Workshop
generation of high luminosity e+e' or hadron colliders.
that the Fast·RICH Prototype works well and that the technique is well·suited for the next
with 19.3 (13.2) mrad predicted by the Monte Carlo calculations. These first results have shown
Cherenkov angle resolution op = 19.1 (15.2) mrad for the CaF2 (LiF) radiator, to be compared
very near to the expected values 6.4 (7.5) from Monte Carlo simulations. The single-photon
have developed. The number of detected photoelectrons is 7.7 (6.9) for the CaF; (LiF) radiator,
and readout of 12 x 103 cathode pads (5.334 x 6.604 mm2) using dedicated VLSI electronics we
with proximity-focused 10 mm thick LiF (CaF;) solid radiators, TEA as photosensor in CH4,
We discuss the first. test results, obtained with cosmic rays, of a full-scale Fast·RICH Prototype
Abstract
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In operation. the lever-arm volume between radiators and windows is flushed with clean
relative angle of two adjacent sectors within 2 mrad.
ators and the windows was kept within 0.2 mm over the full length, and the accuracy on the
To assure an accurate Cherenkov angle reconstruction, the parallelism between the radi
hence 3840 electronic readout channels.
Each sector comprises, as described in [2], 30 columns of 128 pads (5.334 >< 6.604 mm2),
the multiwire photodetector.
mm pitch) 0.5 mm above the grounded cathode pads, define the electrostatic configuration of
applied to these strips, along with the positive potential U, of the anode wires (15 pm G, 1.27
axis) every 1.5 mm with 100 pm vacuum-deposited silver traces The negative potential Uw
uniform gas filling. The inner surfaces of the windows are printed (transversely to the detector
a transverse distribution of the CH,+TEA (17° C) gas mixture, allowing an homogeneous and
conversion gap of 3.5 zh 0.1 mm. The grooves distributed along the sides of the structure provide
in [2, 6] and shown in Figures 2 and 3, such that the cathode pads form with the windows a
hollow structures, visible above the windows of each sector receive the photodetectors described
rigid aluminum frame, of 95% optical transparency at normal incidence. The parallelepipedic
The drawings show the CaF, windows (170 x 162 mm° each, 3.5 mm thick) glued on a
windows. However, only the central sector was equipped with radiators for the cosmic ray tests.
and are fixed on the honeycomb back structure of the detector at distance of 13 cm from the
The LiF or CaF2 crystal radiators are visible in Figure 1(b). They are each 10 mm thick,
detector.
images. The Prototype length of 90 cm corresponds to the half-length of the proposed P.S.I.
of 65 and 85 cm respectively, so as to encompass at least 95% of the detectable Cherenkov ring
Figure 1(a). It comprises three sectors, each of 12° in azimuth and between inner and outer radii
The mechanical structure of the full~scale barrel Fast-RICH Prototype we built is shown in
2 THE FAST-RICH PROTOTYPE
will have been performed in a test beam at the CERN PS.
performance. However, by the time of the availability of these proceedings, more complete tests
mostly discuss the experimental comic ray results obtained and their comparison to the expected
briefiy the prototype structure, the experimental setup, and the data acquisition system. We will
of Séguinot and Ypsilantis in these proceedings Therefore for completeness, we describe only
expected performance are commented on in detail in [2, 6], and also briefly recalled in the survey
The conception of the Fast-RICH detector, the response of the photodetector, and the
in these proceedings by E. Chesi
in the detector volume. The VLSI electronics is discussed in detail in [2, 3, 4], and more briefly
with the counting room is minimized, saving space and strongly reducing the amount of material
multiplexed and fully integrated over the back of the photodetector, the number of connections
acquisition rate, with zero-suppression, of greater than 100 KHz. The readout electronics, being
minimum strobe width of 20 nsec, after a digital delay of 1.32 psec for decision-taking, and a data
it could be used at LHC. This VLSI electronics is fast, allowing data acceptance within a
However, the readout electronics, essential component of the detector, was designed so
for a fast detector response.
proximity-focused solid LiF (CaF2) crystal radiators and TEA in CH, as the gaseous photosensor
was conceived to ensure--over 41r sterad-a 30 K/rr separation up to 4.0 (3.5) GeV/c using
project at the Paul Scherrer Institute (P.S.I.) The RICH detector, of about 4 x 105 channels,
detector component of a "universal detector" proposed in 1988 for an e'*‘e" collider B-Factory
Our prototype of about 12 X 103 channels was originally designed as a study of the RICH
prototype with cathode-pad read out using dedicated VLSI electronics that we have developed.
In this paper. we report the first results obtained with cosmic ray muons ofa Fast-RICH detector
1 INTRODUCTION
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particular analog chips, RALHO and RALIION.
l The use of this VLSI electronics for both the Prototype and the MWPCs shows the versatility of these
between the measured (surveyed) coordinates and the corresponding position calculated from a
of the chambers are slightly corrected by software such that the distribution of the deviations
get coincidence between the laser beam spot and the corresponding sights. Finally the position
and normal to the wire planes. Then, the two chambers below are physically moved in order to
plugged in each eccentric of the upper chamber. The laser beam is thus at a known position
The relative alignment between chambers was first performed with a laser successively
on a digital table with an accuracy better than 30 pm.
planes. The adjustment of the sights relative to the wires was made by rotation of the eccentrics
itself given by printed reference points on both the extremities of the mother board of the wire
central sight is aligned on the center of the orthogonal wire plane. The position of the wires is
wires of the same direction, at a known distance from the center of the chamber; whereas, the
in Figure 4. The sights at both extremities of the bar are aligned with respect to the MWPC
The sights are plugged into metallic eccentrics which rotate in the holes visible on the cross·bar
of two orthogonal lines printed on glass and sealed in a. tube such that the cross is centered.
chamber (so labelled in Figure 4) as a reference for the wire positions. A sight is a cross·hair
The chamber alignment was performed with a laser beam, using three survey sights per
in each of the six wire planes. Hence an “event” is single track.
A muon was identified and reconstructed when one and only one hit (cluster) was detected
but using the negative input polarity analog chip}
(90%+10%) gas mixture and read out with the same VLSI electronics used for the Prototype,
(which were 20 pm thick aluminized mylar foils). The MWPCs are iiushed with a CH,+iC4H,°
orthogonal planes of 96 wires with 1.27 mm pitch and 4.8 mm gap between the cathode planes
MWPC1 and MWPC2 and 648 mm between MWPC2 and MWPC3. Each chamber has two
were mounted above the Prototype (not three as indicated in Figure 4) with 452 mm between
The reconstruction of the muon trajectories was obtained by three MWPCS, two of which
15 events/ hour of which two are high density showers.
relative to the vertical axis with standard deviation A0 z 31 mrad; the trigger rate was about
S, to S3, each of 10 cm 0, defined a gaussian angular acceptance region in the polar angle 8
of four scintillation counters S, to S, in coincidence and a lead filter 30 cm thick. The counters
The detection of a muon (i.e., trigger of the electronic readout) was obtained by a telescope
angle of the detected photons.
trajectory of incident cosmic ray muons above 500 MeV/c in order to determine the Cherenkov
The cosmic ray test setup (q.u. Figures 4 and 5) was conceived to accurately reconstruct the
3 THE COSMIC RAY TEST SETUP
outgassing rate is comparatively much higher.
this transparency problem is a priori less critical for the photodetector gas itself, although the
a renewal of the volume every hour. Because of the large TEA photoabsorption cross section,
temperature, and during data·taking the Argon iiow had to be kept at about 50 E/hour—hence
monitored at the detector output with a monochromator) took several weeks of rinsing at normal
in the TEA energy acceptance region (7.5 < Epi, < 9.3 eV) above 95% for 20 cm path length (as
electrostatic shielding for the low-noise front-end amplifiers. Even so, to get a UV transparency
of the radiator support is covered with a 50 pm thick aluminum foil acting additionally as
made of stesalite (glass fiber and epoxy resin). To minimize this outgassing, the inner surface
to insure a complete polymerization), and also of the moisture from the parts of the structure
especially true of the the epoxy resin used to glue the components (despiteigreat care taken
volume was quite sensitive to the ever—present outgassing of the construction materials; this is
Because of the use of the photosensor TE.-\ in CH4, the UV transparency of the lever·arm
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generated and stored in the register of the digital chips, a readout process is then started, and
In the former case, the application is straightforward. In the latter case, random patterns are
(ii) to perform diagnostics on the readout chain.
(i) to set the 16-channel discriminator threshold of the two associated analog chips; and
chip (15 X 16 per prototype sector, 2 x 8 per MWPC). The purpose being:
drive the digital chips via the CAMAC interface and the 8-bit control lines by addressing each
Besides the DAQ control program, other user-written programs have been developed to
stored on disk for off-line analysis.
end of a run, the data are automatically transferred via ethernet to the laboratory VAX, and
A partial on-line analysis is performed during data-taking for monitoring purposes. At the
word address of a hit pad.
this stage, the sector address and the event number are appended to form an unambiguous 32-bit
out, which is the flag that starts the readout of the VME memories by the microprocessor. At
A LAM (wired OR of all BUSY lines) is generated when the most populated sector is read
The last bit of the data bus provides a BUSY flag during the readout.
clock readout is generated in each CAMAC interface during the data readout time interval only.
the VME dual port memory synchronously with the readout clock of the VLSI electronics. A
the aforementioned row and channel addresses. The word address thus formed is transmitted to
end flag of a column. Counting these flags (in 4 bits) defines the column address appended to
chip. A specific combination of 2 of the last 3 bits is recognized by the interface as the readout
containing the row address of the digital chip (5 bits) and the channel address (4 bits) in the
12-bit data bus of the associated sector (or MWPC), an encoded word per hit pad (or hit wire)
VLSI readout electronics via the CAMAC interfaces. Each CAMAC interface receives, from the
ECP/DS group, running under the OS·9 environment The DAQ control program drives the
The real—time data acquisition system uses the SPIDER program provided by the CERN
future to run in multi-event mode.
in the diagram. The present system works in single-event mode, but should be improved in the
needed per readout channel (Le., sector or MWPC) although, for clarity, only one is represented
and the three MWPCs being read out in parallel, a CAMAC interface and VME memory are
The layout of the data acquisition system is shown in Figure 7. The three sectors of the Prototype
4 THE DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM
the window frames.
__, charged particle was not simulated). Also in Figure 6(a), one can observe the screening effect of
to photoelectrons from Cherenkov light generated in the CaF, window (ionization from the
telescope taken into account (cr, = 0,, z 2 cm, A0 =: 31 mrad). In Sector 1, the hits correspond
a single point on the radiator, while, in Figure 6(b), for full acceptance of the scintillation
events produced with a 10 mm thick CaF2 radiator———in Figure 6(a), for muons impinging at
As illustration of the expected images, Figure 6 shows a Monte Carlo simulation of 100
(in Sector 1) in test runs without TEA.
the telescope was ultimately determined by measuring the barycenter of the muon trajectory
from a mirror fixed to the back side of the Prototype. The position of the Prototype relative to
determined with an accuracy of 1.7 mrad by measuring the deviation of the laser beam reflected
the UV Cherenkov light escaping from the CaF2 radiator would hit Sector 2. This angle was
The Prototype was tilted at a 20° angle, as indicated in Figure 5, in such a way that all
the total track reconstruction efficiency relative to the trigger rate was about 40%.
of detected muons to about 2 GeV/ c. Therefore, taking into account all of these considerations,
the contribution of multiple Coulomb scattering in the Prototype, increase the mean momentum
the if hypothesis was greater than 1%. in order to select on track "straightness” and, reducing
A reconstructed muon trajectory was finally kept as "a good event" if the probability of
are of the order 250 pm.
least squares fit to the wire hits is centered at zero. The rms deviations after such optimization
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to a single track, and by the trigger requirements thus to a single "event”
collection of such detected photoelectrons is an image of the Cherenkov ring. A single ring image corresponds
barycenter of a "cluster” of hit pads is a reconstructed hit, or equivalently, a detected photoelectron (pe). A
l Some terminology is needed. A raw hit on the cathode-pad plane is "hit pad" or just a "hit”. The digital
seen. The mean number of hit pads in Sectors 1 and 2 is 5.1 :i; 0.2 and 12.8 dz 0.3, respectively.
ring image is clearly evident. Losses due to the screening of the CaF, window frame can also be
Sector 2 is populated by the Cherenkov photons emitted in the radiator. Thus, the partial
by 6—rays in the radiator.
to be created by scintillation light in the crystal radiator, and by the Cherenkov light produced
acceptance of the telescope geometry. The sprinkling of hits around the track spot is believed
UV Cherenkov photons produced in the CaF, window. The size of the image corresponds to the
muons themselves at the impact point in the photodetector, and by the photoelectrons from
In Sector 1, the large main spot of 10 cm diameter is formed by the ionizing track of the
is negligible or even null.
hits per event per channel). These hot channels could be masked, if needed. Elsewhere, the noise
“hot” channels in Sector 0 (there are three or four of them) is only 0.68 (i.e., it < 2 X 10" noise
monitoring of the electronic noise. The mean number of hits per eventzl for the clearly visible
anode wires in Sector 0 (opposite to the photon acceptance region) in order to get an unbiased
U, = ,1.425 KV) and threshold DAC value of 6. For these runs, voltage was not applied to the
CaF, crystal radiator of 100 good events at the nominal detector voltages [Uw = -1.680 KV,
Figure 8 shows a scatter-plot of the hit pads for a typical cosmic ray run with a 10 mm
6.1 Off-line Analysis of the Prototype Raw Data
6 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS WITH A 10 mm CaF, CRYSTAL RADIATOR.
measured at Karlsruhe The MC calculations were run for 2 GeV/c muons.
The transmission of a LiF radiator was measured at CERN, and that of the CaF, windows was
with photon energy of the CaF, and LiF refractive indices have been taken from [10] and [11].
pure CH, at the exhaust of the photodetector and for TEA in a separate cell. The dependence
measurements we have made with a monochromator of the photoabsorption cross sections for
toabsorption in TEA vapor with respect to the methane gas. The weighting was done using the
has been determined from the TEA response in He given in [6], weighted by the relative pho
previously measured and described in The quantum efficiency of the CH,+TEA gas mixture
reliability. The simulations discussed in the following paragraphs uses the photodetector response
has been tuned and tested against analytic calculation, such that we feel confident in its general.
The Monte Carlo program used has been developed over the course of several years, and
signal—to-noise ratio, is discussed in § 6 below.
voltages Uw and U, during operation, as well as the DAC values for the optimization of the
was set at 100 nsec—although it could be safely reduced to 30 nsec. The adjustment of the
delay in coincidence with data at the output of the 50 MHz shift registers, the strobe width
Because of the difliculties presented by a. low trigger rate for the adjustment of the strobe
bubbled through TEA kept at 17° C. Otherwise, Argon flowed continuously through all volumes.
(cfi § 2) with 50 E/hour pure Argon gas, and the photodetectors with 10 E/hour of pure CH4,
1993, for about half of this period. During the data-taking, the lever·arm volume was flushed
The Prototype was operated in the cosmic ray test setup between December 1992 and March
5 PROTOTYPE OPERATION AND MONTE CARLO SIMULATION
we have not registered a single readout error.
lt should be noted that during three months of data-taking operation with cosmic rays,
VME memories.
Hz). using only the C.-XMAC readout step—by·step, or fast ($15 MHz) by directly reading the
possible errors is also given by these test programs. The readout process is either slow (~2OO
3 c0mP&|'l$0|’l is madé béiiween the generated patterns and readout data. A diagnostic of the
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in reference
width dependent. The variation shown is in good agreement with the preliminary tests discussed
The Figure 14(b) shows the variation of the cluster multiplicity. This parameter is strobe
when a shower is detected. For safety then, we run at 1.425 KV.
is collected. Above the last point (for U., > 1.5 KV) the detector becomes unstable, especially
philosophy, viz., to make the detector fast, since at maximum only ~20% of the avalanche charge
rather good detection efficiency is achieved. The narrow plateau is a consequence of the daign
anode wire voltage, for a fixed value of Uw and DAC=6. This result clearly proves that a
in the Cherenkov photon peak—hence the background subtracted number——as a function of the
In Figure 14(a) we show the variation of the number of detected photoelectrons per image
6.3 Photoelectron Detection Efficiency vs. Detector Gain
with the expected value of 885.2 given by MC.
The mean reconstructed Cherenkov angle is 6 = 887.3;’c0.5 rrrrad, in fairly good agreement
image as opposed to the detected value of 7.7 given above.
in very good agreement with the measured value. The calculated yield is 6.4 photoelectrons per
its poor description with a gaussian. The rms deviation of the MC distribution is 19.3 mrad,
______ simulation, given in Figure 13(b), shows that the angular distribution is asymmetric, explaining
(with a. poor X2) for the Cherenkov angle with a polynomial background for the noise. The MC
full·width at half-maximum of the peak. The same value is obtained by a gaussian fit to the data
The angular resolution per photon 0, = 19.1 :1:0.4 mrad from the direct measurement of the
the signal·to—noise ratio is SNR = 12 : 1.
electrons in the peak above the noise per image) is found to be NP, = 7.7i0.2 pe/image. Hence,
By a lit to the data, the actual photoelectron yield (i.e., the number of detected photo
limits.
low background, estimated to be 0.63d:0.05 detected photoelectrons per image within the fiducial
single-photon Cherenkov angle distribution. The Cherenkov photon peak emerges above a very
according to the criteria discussed in § 3. Figure 13(a) shows, for this sample, the reconstructed
A total of 233 muon trajectories, from 579 events, have been reconstructed and kept
simulation.
Spacers is T,, = 0.937). These values are in agreement with the loss calculated by Monte Carlo
Cali`; windows is T,, = 0.933, and the geometric efficiency of the photodetectors because of the
(the transmission of the window frame T, = 0.907, the transmission through the traces on the
Cherenkov radiation due to the design is T = T] · T},. - T,, = 79.3%, according to this display
105.7 mm (16 x 6.604 mm) which support the anode wires [3, 4]. The total transmission of the
the dead spaces resulting from the window frame screening and from the ceramic spacers every
The image in Figure 12 is a superposition of a sample of 350 events which clearly shows
6.2 Single-Photon Cherenkov Angle Resolution
photons; they are correlated with the particle but their origin is not yet well understood.
Sector 2 is 0.7:}; 0.1 pe/event. The distribution of these hits is not similar to that of Cherenkov
mainly due to the electronic noise. Hence the residual number of detected photoelectrons in
and 0.9 i 0.1 in Sectors 1 and 2, while in a random test the respective values are 0.05 and 0.16,
Here, an “old” track is visible in Sector 2. The mean number of clusters per event is 1.6 zl: 0.1
condition similar to the previous run, except that the gas in the photodetector was pure CH,.
For comparison, Figure 11 shows the scatter-plot of the hit pads for 115 events taken under
Typical events are shown in Figure 10; they exhibit a good signal·to·noise ratio.
from simulations (including the muon track).
respectively, and hence a clustering multiplicity of 2.4 t 0.1 and 1.44i 0.02 hit/pe as expected
number of reconstructed hits per event is 2.20i 0.1 and 8.9 ;t 0.2 pe/image for Sectors 1 and 2
The solid line represents the geometric limits for 99% acceptance of the UV photons. The mean
the same run. defined by the digital barycenter formed when adjacent hit pads are clustered.
The scatter-plot in Figure 9 shows the reconstructed impact points of the UV photons from
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of the rms Cherenkov angle error resulting from multiple scattering is less than 1.9 and 1.3
is the momentum dispersion of the incident cosmic ray muons above 500 MeV/c. An estimate
Multiple scattering in the radiator is not taken into account in the MC simulation; neither
20% is observed over the expected value which is not explained.
and in the analytical calculations (see Table 2). However, for the CaF2 radiator, an excess of
photoelectron yield, which is not significant with regard to the uncertainties in the transmissions
the refractive index of < 1%. For the LiF radiator, there is a difference of less than 10% in the
The difference in the mean Cherenkov angle for LiF can easily be explained by an uncertainty in
Table 2 summarizes the comparison between experimental results and MC predictions.
agreement with the MC calculations.
as the single—photon Cherenkov angular resolution from these analytical calculations are in good
direction) and of the photon acceptance. The mean number of expected photoelectrons as well
to the resolution as a function of the azimuthal angle ¢ (with respect to the incident particle
Figure 18 shows an analytical calculation [12] of the variations of the main components
those previously quoted in §§ 6.2 and 7.2.
of error is clearly given by the chromatic abberations. The total errors for CaF; and LiF are
variable in turn (except for the chromatic error) by one standard deviation. The dominant source
radiators; the calculated values were obtained with the Monte Carlo program by changing each
Table 1 summarizes the .various contributions to the Cherenkov angular resolution for both
8 DISCUSSION OF THE EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
the current distribution of the induced pulses on the pads is rather well-peaked.
regard to the setting voltage U, is normal. The slow variation of the detection efficiency proves
to an increase of about 20 nA on the input current threshold. The absence of a. plateau with
the DAC threshold value, for U, = 1.425 KV. Each increment of one unit of the DAC corresponds
photon peak (background subtracted) and the multiplicity of hit pads per cluster as a function of
Figure 17 shows the number of reconstructed photoelectrons per image in the Cherenkov
7.3 Photoelectrou Detection Efficiency vs. Electronic Threshold
vis-d·vis the 6.9 detected.
is 836.4 mrad; hence a discrepancy of approximately 1%. The estimated yield is 7.5 pe/image,
The measured mean Cherenkov angle is 6 = 845.3i0.6 mrad, while the expected MC value
a correct X
distribution is rather symmetric and a gaussian fit gives an angular resolution of 12.7 mrad with
in Figure 16(b), hence slightly lower than the resolution measured. However, in this case the
a poor X2). In comparison, the rms deviation of the MC distribution is 13.2 mrad, as shown
of the peak is 15.9i0.5 mrad, whilst the gaussian fit shown gives 15.2:l;0.5 mrad (though with
The angular resolution 0, per photon as calculated from the full-width at half-maximum
0.4 t 0.1 pe/image, and hence again a good signal-to—noise ratio SNR = 17 : 1 is obtained.
The photoelectron yield is NP, = 6.9 ;t 0.2 pe/image, with an estimated background of only
The single-photon Cherenkov angle distribution for 121 images is given in Figure 16(a).
7.2 Single·Photon Cherenkov Angle Resolution
photon acceptance.
and 2 for the same incident muon angle, as indicated by the fiducial limits calculated for 99%
Cherenkov angle is smaller for a LiF radiator than for CaF2, so the ring images overlap Sectors 1
good events at the nominal detector settings (Uw = -1.680 KV, U, = 1.425 KV, DAC=6). The
the clustered hit pads) for a typical cosmic ray run with a 10 mm LiF crystal radiator of 131
Figure 15 shows a scatter-plot of the reconstructed photoelectrons (digital barycenter of
7.1 OH`·line Analysis of the Prototype Raw Data
7 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS VVITH A 10 mm LiF CRYSTAL RADIATOR
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luminosity hadron colliders.
a performance well·suited for an e"'e‘ collider B—Factory as well as the next generation of high
a gaseous photoconverter, cathode-pad photon detector with fast VLSI readout electronics—has
These results already show that the Fast·R.ICH technique—Cherenkov ring imaging using
investigated.
obtained are slightly higher than calculated by about 10%; the origin of this discrepancy will be
values predicted by Monte Carlo simulation. The single—photon Cherenkov angular resolutions
The number of detected photoelectrons for the CaF2 and LiF radiators are very near the
93%, in agreement with previous tests
strobe-width. The single-photoelectron detection efficiency achieved is estimated to be above
and data—ta.king. The single-channel noise count probability is of the order 10" for a 100 nsec
The VLSI readout electronics operation was very reliable over the three months of testing
precise measurements in a test beam environment will still be very useful and necessary.
shown that the technique works well and as expected; although more detailed investigations and
The first tests of the Fast-RICH Prototype with cosmic rays have been completed and have
9 CONCLUSIONS
with the calculations for CaF2. and only slightly higher for LiF.
should be applied. Even so. the single·photon Cherenkov angle resolution is in good agreement
track reconstruction (e.g., P(y”) > 1%). it is not clear that the multiple scattering correction
momentum dispersion ofthe muons is small. However. because of the constraints applied on the
mrad for p, > 2 Ge\°/c. for the Cali;. and LiF radiator respectively. The contribution of the
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geometric acceptance. for (a) CaF-3 radiator. and (b) LiF radiator.
photon Cherenkov angle resolution as a function of the azimuthal angle ¢> and the photon
Figure 18. Analytical calculation of the variation of the main source of errors in the single
subtracted); and (b) the cluster multiplicity.
number of reconstructed photoelectrons per image in the Cherenkov photon peak (background
Figure 17. Variation, as a function of the DAC threshold value, for U. = 1.425 KV, of (a) the
fit and polynomial background); and (b) as expected from Monte Carlo simulation.
crystal radiator, (a) as experimentally measured from 121 reconstructed muons (with a gaussian
Figure 16. Reconstructed single-photon Cherenkov angle distribution, for a 10 mm thick LiF
events with a 10 mm thick LiF crystal radiator (Uw = -1.680 KV, U. = 1.425 KV, DAC=6).
Figure 15. Scatter-plot of the reconstructed photoelectrons for a typical cosmic ray run of 131
subtracted); and (b) the cluster multiplicity.
the number of detected photoelectrons per image in the Cherenkov photon peak (background
Figure 14. Variation with the anode wire voltage, for a fixed value of Uw and DAC, of (a)
fit and polynomial background); and (b) as expected from Monte Carlo simulation.
crystal radiator, (a) as experimentally measured from 233 reconstructed muons (with a gaussian
Figure 13. Reconstructed single-photon Cherenkov angle distribution, for a 10 mm thick CaF,
number.
frame screening and from the ceramic spacers. The scale is in units of pad column and pad line
Figure 12. Superposition of 335 events showing the dead spaces resulting from the window
Figure 11. Scatter-plot of the hit pads for 115 events taken with pure CH,.
the small amount of background.
Figure 10. Typical events from the same CaF; run. Note the number of pads per cluster and
The spatial orientation is bus at the top of the plot.
CaF, run. The solid line represents the geometric limits for 99% acceptance. The scale is cm.
Figure 9. Scatter-plot of the reconstructed impact point of the UV photons from the same
column and pad line number.
crystal radiator (Uw = -1.680 KV, U. = 1.425 KV, DAC=6). The scale is in units of pad
Figure 8. Scatter-plot of the hit pads for a typical cosmic ray run with a 10 mm thick CaF,
Figure 7. Schematic of the data acquisition system.
scintillation telescope. The scale is given in cm.
for (a) muons impinging at a single point on the radiator; and (b) for full acceptance of the
Figure 6. Monte Carlo simulation of 100 events with a 10 mm thick CaF2 crystal radiator,
lead is 300 mm.
arrangement. The Prototype was tilted at a 20° angle. All units are mm. The thickness of the
Figure 5. The cosmic ray test setup, giving a general schematic diagram of the geometrical
structure, scintillation telescope $,-54, wire chambers MWPC1-MWPC3, and the Prototype.
Figure 4. The cosmic ray test setup, showing the mechanical design of the mountings, support
tronics.
Figure 3. Photographs of a photodetector, showing the pin connectors and VLSI readout elec
Figure 2. Photographs of a photodetector, showing the cathode pads and ceramic spacers.
of the electronic readout.
The radiators, shown in a transversal cut of the Prototype, and the principle of the mounting
sectors and the hollow structures above the C`aF·, windows which receive the photodetectors. (b)
Figure 1. The mechanical structure of the full·scale barrel Fast-RICH Prototype. (a) The three
FIGURE CAPTIONS
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Analytical Calculation I 886.8 19.7 6.2 I 836.0 12.2 7.3
Monte Carlo 885.2 19.3 6.4 I 836.4 13.2 7.5
Experimental Results I 887.3 :l: 0.5 19.1 i 0.4 7.7 :1: 0.2 I 845.3 i 0.6 15.2 t 0.5 6.9 :l: 0.2
[mrad] [mrad] [pe/image] I [mrad] [mrad] [pe/image]
NP, NP,
CaF; Radiator LiF Radiator
and Analytical Calculations.
Table 2. Comparison Between Experimental Results, Monte Carlo Predictions,
total 0 error 19.3 I 13.2
(0.1° in 0;, and ¢,,)
1.9beam direction error 1.9
(0.4 mm in 1: and y)
0.5 0.7beam position error
z-measurement error 0.2 0.3
y-measurement error 0.8 0.9
x-measurement error 2.2 3.1
3.3total measurement error I 2.3
4.4emission point error | 3.0
18.8 11.4chromatic error
[mrad] I [mrad]
Contribution CaF, | LiF
the Single·Photon Chercnkov Angle Resolution.
Table 1. Summary ofthe Various Contributions to
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